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ABSTRACT   
 
The study examines the role of social media in non-profit organizations using 

the case study from the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) in 

Thailand Country office.  As Social media become a significant channel to 

raise the visibility and promote the work of the organization.  

 

The focus of this research examines what drives organizations adopting social 

media through a model built round four key factors, 1.) The importance of 

social media, 2.) The impact to image of the organization, 3.) Communication 

strategies and, 4.) Characteristics of content on social media channels.  The 

research aims to analyze mediums that affect the behavioral transformation of 

the four factors by integrated with the existing theoretical perspectives.   

 

The research was conducted in the UNDP country office social media 

channels mainly on Facebook from December 2013 to February 2014, using 

content analysis and interviewing as main methods. With the adoption of 

social media, the main conclusion of the study: gradually impact of social 

media in the enhancement of NGOs images, the changes in the construction 

of the content, the popularity of the themes in social media influenced by the 

domestic environments in the country and yet a substantial potential of social 

media in organizational advocacy.  

 

Keywords: social media for NGOs, new media, nonprofit organizations, social 

media, Facebook, Twitter, Social Media Strategies, digital sphere.  
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Introduction  

Research Questions  

This research will discuss how non-profit organizations adopt the use of social 

media with the case study from United Nations Development Program 

(UNDP) in and United Nations Country Team in Thailand. The research will 

examine the following questions  

• Why do Non-profit Organizations use Social Media to promote gain 

public recognition? How? 

• What are the communication strategies that non-profit organizations 

apply in social networks? 

• How do dialogues and themes transform in traditional channel and 

social media channels?  

• What are the dialogues or messages applying through social media 

channels? How do the audiences interact?  

The Problem with the use of social media in nonprofit organization is 

information on social media implies a work overload not only for those in 

charge of institutional communication, but also for the rest of the staff. 

Relating with the public is ceasing to be an accessory task and is becoming 

central with organizations, particularly for those that rely on a strong external 

image. Corporate strategies at all levels will have to address this fact. 

Hypothesis:  

1. The adoption of social media enhances the reputation and image of the 

United Nations  

2. The organization should have a more systematic control in social 

media monitoring. Because the United Nations is a well-known global 

organization, the information sent through social media channels 

should be approved and strictly controlled.  
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3. The themes and characteristics in social media, sent by the United 

Nations have changed. It has to be more personalized, as receivers 

must perceive the message as if it were directed to them alone.  

4. The popularity of different themes is affected by the situation and 

environment in the communities. We must find out the popularity of 

different themes and explore the users’ behaviors  

 

Theoretical Framework and Literature Reviews  

Social Media is still considered a relatively new technology in Social Science. 

“The web is a communication channel with a specific differential that sets it 

apart from other conventional channels. Newspapers, radio and television 

senders, movies, advertising, etc. are media, that is, their specific functions to 

mediate” (Castilho, 2010). It has become more popular among non-profit 

organizations to apply the use of social media as a tactic for communications 

out-reach to the local and national community. This also involves the basic 

knowledge of communication for development that tends to decide for third 

world countries. In the theoretical part fundamental communication 

development theories such as modernization communication (Inagaki 2007) 

and participatory approaches (Castells 2009) will be discussed. It will explain 

how the communication function in the new media and the roles that it plays in 

non-profit organizations. Manuel Castells has described the concept of the 

new media as a form of “virtual sphere”.  It is the space where communication 

is free flowing without the time distance. The creation of web 2.0 has 

completed changed the way of digital communication. For a nonprofit 

organization it could be another method for communication out-reach to gain 

public support and in another hand evaluate the reputation of its own 

organizations. According to my research Castilho has mentioned the 

importance of social media in the United Nations, as it is time to change 

communicational strategies. Social Media can be one of the key players.  
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Also, it is crucial to understand the relationship between actors and how the 

power function of both top-down and bottom-up diffusion. (Nikolova 2008) 

Then in the second part, the concept of the network society as the 

fundamental knowledge of social network and explain how power in the 

network society establishes a new form of communication will be discussed. 

Finally, the last part will look at the concept of how non-profit organizations 

with the paradigm of United Nations Development Programme adopt Social 

Media communication for outreach such as fundraising, lobbying and market-

based from local to national level.  
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Chapter 1: Communication For Development  

The impact of the new media has changed communication strategies. The 

digital sphere has established a new form of communication. This section will 

explore the transition of communication strategy and the study of 

communication for development.  

Understanding Communication for Development  

Communication for Development is a study of how communication can impact 

development. It may convey social mobilization; “communication intervention 

may help to mobilize support, create awareness, foster norms, encourage 

behavior change, influence policy makers, or even shift frames of social 

issues. Research may illuminate our understanding of the manifest and latent 

consequences of projects, as well as the processes through which certain 

issues and groups are selected and framed” (Wilkins 2008) The study tends 

to underline the transformation of information rather than the transmission of 

dialogue, participatory models and resistance that advocate social 

movements. “Moreover, in practice, most interventions rely on computer 

technologies to promote the transmission of information, rather than promote 

dialogue, as suggested in participatory models, or to promote resistance, as 

advocated in social movement approaches” (Wilkins 2008)Current attention to 

new computer technologies needs to be understood within this larger 

historical discourse on the assumptions made about media technologies” 

(Gudykunst and Mody 2002) 

 “Strategic attempts to direct social process involve actors and agencies as 

producers of knowledge and distributors of ideologies and resources. We 

need to explore how this knowledge is articulated and who benefits from 

these appropriations.” (McAnany 2010) In the field of communication for 

development, websites or online sources gain more attention from the public 

than academic books or journals (McAnany 2010) For example, McAnany 

pointed out that in the context of MDGs, communication promoted the 

concrete awareness that underlines specific development issues and 

manages to push it to the level of a global challenge; “people in every society 
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live in an increasingly connected world where communication is an important 

reality and the study of communication is critical.” For example in the MDGs 

development goals of the United Nations, “this study of communication needs 

to look at the most urgent problems facing societies and ask how 

communication can help in their solution. The MDGs have defined the 

problems and communication for development has an important role in these 

global challenges.” (ibid)Communication for development in a big institution is 

a large progress. There must be different sectors working together to create 

changes. The problems have to be classified and in order. The new media 

can create an impulse in social consciousness and raise awareness of 

different issues at a particular time. It is one of the most effective solutions.  

 

Modernization Paradigm and Participatory Communication  

In contemporary communication, as the result of the digital era, it is easier to 

reach the audiences. More voices can be heard thus it is easier for people to 

participate in communication process. During the post WWII we encountered 

the modern era, modernization paradigm at that time was newly applied in 

communication strategy. “Much of development communication program in 

the post-WWII period was theoretically and ideologically informed by the 

modernization paradigm (Inagaki 2007). It is established to solve the third 

world problem and consists of the most well-known contemporary 

communication approaches such as social marketing and entertainment-

education that adopts mass media as a channel to diffuse messages to the 

target audiences. Daniel Lerner’s thesis pointed out “the modernization 

approach in communication, posting that mass media exposure allowed 

people to develop a sense of “empathy” the ability to envision and accept new 

ideas beyond one’s local condition and traditions.”(ibid). It is a vertical 

approach to diffuse the messages by using traditional mass media to inform 

and express to information to audiences. The concept of contemporary 

communication also highlights the transformation of the modernization 

paradigm to participatory approaches. Gudykunst and Mody claims that 
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“participatory communication can be constructed as a channel of self-

expression and self-management for self-development”. (Gudykunst and 

Mody 2002) It changes communication from traditional top-down diffusion to 

ground- breaking process by including the voices of the marginalized and 

underprivileged audiences. The communication process become more flexible 

and open-ended rather than goal-oriented, the goals become more subjective 

rather than objective such as women’s empowerment instead of unwanted 

pregnancy prevention. Moreover participatory approaches have become one 

of the most adapted theory of communication that apply to major international 

development organizations such as UNICEF, UNDP, FAO and the World 

Bank. “The consensus among contemporary development specialist is that 

participatory approaches have rendered the modernization paradigm 

obsolete, at least on the theoretical level. Participation has indeed been 

officially sanctioned as the preferred communication strategy” (Inagaki 2007). 

However, there are some operational challenges in participatory 

communication  

1. There are diverse supporting positions that affect the integrity of 

participants and stakeholders.  

2. There is clear of clarity of objectives and goals that can lead to 

uncertainty of stakeholders.  

Five Key Ideas 

Firstly, “the centrality of power.” “Power is present in the idea that community 

empowerment should be the main goal of interventions. Individuals and 

communities become empowered by gaining knowledge about specific 

issues, communicating about issues of common concern, making decisions 

for themselves, and negotiating power relations” (Waisbord 2005). This is 

connected to the participatory theory that community is able to participate in 

process. People should have full access to information thus everyone is 

knowledgeable and aware of particular issues. Although the main objective of 

development is that community should be able to take control over their daily 

lives. The term of empowerment means that people can deal with government 
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by negotiation and power struggling. “By getting to know individuals one ends 

up familiar with their context, that is their virtual social networks (in the web) or 

face-to-face networks (communities, trade, unions, associations, clubs, 

political parties, etc.) what might have seemed impossible , particularly for 

organizations working at the global level, is made possible by web-based 

tools, especially those that enables collaborative knowledge building. Each 

institution and every communication project will require specific knowledge of 

their target audience, which constitutes a great challenge for any institution 

and adds value to the staff in charge of relating with the community of web 

users.” (Castilho 2010 ) 

Secondly, the top-down and bottom-up approaches have to be merged. “The 

top-down model that puts governments and a network of western experts at 

the helm of development programs has been discredited…a bottom-up 

approach gained support in different quarters as a way to remedy, if not all, at 

least some of the key problems of top-down development” (Waisbord 2005). 

In development theory, several issues have been decentralized such as 

health, environment and education. Although the bottom-up approach has 

been actively applied to the concern over community participation and 

acknowledgement, still it is crucial to have government and international 

intervention to enhance and enforce the information to local community. The 

government should address and empower the right issues. Thus, the top-

down approach and bottom-up need to combined and operate together. “More 

attention must be focused on improving the upward and horizontal 

communication flows. The use of the downward communication flow should 

be evaluated and where possible reduced. The downward communication 

flow should be closely linked and coordinated with the upward and horizontal 

communication flows” (Woods, 2013). 

 

The third key idea is the need to have a ‘tool-kit’ approach to communication. 

Practitioners have recognized the need for a multiplicity of communication 

strategies to improve the quality of life in communities. Different techniques in 
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different contexts might be necessary to deal with specific problems and 

priorities. (Waisbord 2005) There are different techniques and strategies to 

apply in communication development. It is necessary that the campaign 

needs to select the appropriate strategy to tackle problems and conflicts in 

order to achieve improvement. 

 

The fourth key is the need to integrate “interpersonal communication and 

multimedia actions. Media channels and interpersonal communication should 

be merged. Media channels in this sense mean all kind of mass media and 

interpersonal communication means information exchange throughout the 

media’s platform and virtual space. The media and technology provide the 

space and platform for raising awareness and knowledge about issues. Media 

expresses to a large number of people in a short period of time. In the 

information society “social learning” and decision-making” (Waisbord 2005)are 

the results of information exchanging. It gathers information from different 

resources and opinions from different individuals. The Media have 

tremendous impact only indirectly, by enhancing and elevating awareness 

through the network. Later state is the interpersonal communication is a 

paradigm to persuade people about particular issues, beliefs and 

practices.  For example, this could be seen in the power of social network, 

Facebook, twitter and mobile applications (ibid). The digital sphere changed 

the communication paradigm, it has become interactive, the official messages 

that are sent to the general public should be more personal. They are meant 

to be more interpersonal (Castilho, 2010). 

 

Lastly, approaches that address individual and environmental factors in 

understanding the role of behavior change communication should be 

incorporated. It is significant to keep in mind that changes in behavior and 

social conditions are highly unlikely to be achieved by personal objectives but 

we need to be knowledgeable regarding issues in order to attain solutions. 
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Thus “this idea has been particularly relevant in behavior change programs, 

which have gradually moved away from individual-centered approaches to a 

multi-pronged approaches that consider environment factors that are affecting 

individual behavior” (Waisbord 2005).  This will relate to one of the theories 

applied here, illustrating that it is important to pay attention to the surrounding 

material instead of individuals, as environments and its relationships and 

interactions with human beings have a high degree of influence in changes to 

community, social aspects and activities. 

 

Horizontal Approach - John L. Woods Triangles 

As mentioned the five key ideas in ICT for development, the path of 

communication does not focus merely on top-down and bottom-up approach 

but it is vital to understand all the components between different actors. “Thus 

the Routes of communication envisaged are not only vertical from top to 

bottom and bottom upwards, but also horizontal between the institutions and 

personnel connected with process of development” (Pannu and Tomar 2010). 

We have to be acknowledged the different levels of organizations and 

members should be professionally trained and have deep connection to the 

issues and objectives. Another significant aspect is that of “the transfer of 

technology”(ibid). It is to certify that the information is relevant and stimulates 

through numerous groups of members who are a part of the process. Thus, it 

must be ensured that members have access to information that requires 

organized and systematic use. On the other hand, all suitable communication 

methods must be informative and transparent at the earliest state of vision 

planning and continuously throughout the program implementation. 

Pannu and Tomar mentioned John L. Woods conceived a triangular nexus 

with three points: knowledge generators, politic leaders and development 

knowledge users.The fundamental goal of a development program is to 

establish a bridge between people who have knowledge and possess 

information technology, and people who lack it or are in need of it. “Leaders in 

the development field are not realizing that creating new technology does not 
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automatically mean it will be accepted by the intended beneficiaries. The new 

innovations-high-yielding rice varieties, high-protein diets, family-planning 

techniques, classroom-teaching techniques, small-industry practices, 

community-oriented foresty-must be put into practice by people before a 

development programme is successful. This means one component of the 

development process must focus on people understanding and participating in 

the programmes” (Pannu and Tomar 2010). People or participants must know 

the particular issues before they are put in practices. Horizontal 

communication at the operational level is more informal in its nature. It 

bypasses and enhances the efficiency in organizational system due to the in-

depth understanding in issues and it might be able to develop the 

implementations of development program. 

Participation is required from all levels of the organization. All members 

should have equal access to the information in order to build trust in public. 

Transparency is another important issue. Most non-profit organizations tend 

to work in the form decentralized power that different level of staff inherit 

orders and are assigned from the supervisors but they have no responsibility 

and knowledge about other issues. Thus, there are some particular details 

that other levels or sections of organizations are not prepared to tackle. 

Therefore, “needs-oriented, indigenous, promote participation at all levels, 

promote equal access, promote society’s self-reliance; development should 

take into consideration local culture, values and norms” (Pannu and Tomar 

2010) All members should have access to and be connected with every other 

part of the organization that will reduce time and enhance efficiency. John L. 

Woods argued that horizontal communication has become crucial but 

encounters many boundaries due to the traditional bureaucratic structure and 

regulations in local government organizations. In order to collaborate with the 

local government and different ministries, the conflict with government 

departments in getting information as they have to go through permission in 

different levels. Sometime it can be almost impossible and take tremendous 

period of time. 
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Actor- Network Theory. 

The Actor-Network Theory has been around since the 1980s, it is a basic 

understanding of sociology that values all objects and human beings in the 

existing society equally. It originated from the field of science studies. The 

focus of ANT is the connection and links of the social and natural objects that 

is observed by scientists and researchers that they attempt to understand its 

relations and believe that every object and human being influences each other 

and coexists in the form of a network society. ANT has been applied in 

diverse research fields, such as social, political and feminist studies, 

especially in sociological contexts. Thus, ANT aims is the  “study of 

heterogonous actors and their relationships” (Nikolova 2008), technically it 

can be described as the study of material objects that can influence human 

beings as observed in relationship and interactions 

There are 3 major understandings regarding the theory, firstly, ANT will 

interact with material similar to human beings. As all kinds of objects are 

actors interacting in the society. Actors are the social agents that exist 

between human and non-humans that are equally consist in the same society. 

For example, humans and computers have significant influence on each 

other, in all kinds of professions; it is uncommon not to conduct professional 

work through a computer. When we are looking for things to do on Friday 

night, people search online for activities in which they can participate. 

However, ANT would argue that in combination the human and computer 

represent a type of relationship according to Nick Barter and Jan Bebbington. 

It is called “heterogeneous relationship (of the human-computer) which means 

both computer and human are both something that we have to fully 

understand their functionalities”. (Barter and Bebbington 2012). “An ANT lens 

humans cannot be seen in isolation from that which makes them purposeful; 

humans and nonhumans are intermeshed (Steen et al., 2006; O'Connell et 

al., 2009) and exist in actor-networks (Law, 1992). Consequently ANT 

assumes the ‘radical indeterminacy’”(ibid) the term human and non-humans 

can be redefined by the word “actant” is the more neutral term than “actors” 

representing humans and objects. In the sense that humans and nonhumans 
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can be affected in a similar way, “The term may also help to reinforce that 

‘agency is a relational effect’ (Castree, 2000, p. 121) and an actant is defined 

as a relational field that is the effect of an array of relations (Law, 2000) and a 

locational identifier to network traces (Latour, 2005)” (ibid) 

Secondly, ANT focuses on what is going on the world at the moment is what 

explains society, the mechanics of life is highly critical and vital. ANT attempts 

to understand the society as a result of human and non-human interactions 

and their relationships and both aims to consider and recognize all objects. 

“The approach has proved helpful to those seeking to enrich and enliven 

understanding of the relationships between humans and nonhumans whether 

coded ‘technological’ (e.g. Bingham, 1996) or ‘natural’ (e.g. Whatmore, 

2002a; Hinchliffe, 2007). On the other hand, ANT’s tendency to at once 

‘localise the global’ and redistribute the local’ has been both employed and 

extended by geographers seeking to understand how action at a distance is 

achieved in a variety of contexts” (Gregory, et al. 2009). According to this, 

ANT tries to localize the specific aspects of globalization as a whole for 

example, trying to understand different ethnicities. Each ethnicity has their 

own network around the world that somehow manages to connect people 

together as you can see in Islamic customs. Therefore, the analysis must 

position themselves in the middle of action and activities where interaction 

and communication are being produced and reproduced. We have to 

recentralize our thought, think rationally and logically and, at the same time, 

try to understand the consequences. On the other hand, in other details that 

other sociological theories used to ignore, we have to take those abandoned 

objects into the account and cannot take them for granted. It is vital to keep in 

mind that everything has an impact on the path. Boundaries and differences 

are diminished. All is a performance rather than the final result. Thus, ANT 

concerns on “the ways in which people and objects interact with each other.” 

(Nikolova 2008) 

Thirdly, ANT focuses on how networks are connected. How the actual things 

come together as a result and understand how it happens. ANT defines the 

actions and interactions between objects as a form of network packages, they 
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are a unification of social orders, institutions that gradually developed. They 

will not attain the final and complete operation. It is a stable and reproducing 

interaction that can also create the resistance against them as well. It is the 

centralization of ANT. The actions that stimulate orders and stability affects 

the institutions, organizations and the whole unit, are referred to as 

Translation that is a language that is usually used in ANT (Barter and 

Bebbington 2012). Organizations or institutions are reproduced and provoked 

through the process of translations, which means they are translated 

throughout the different actors in order to become indispensable by using 

different methods such as manipulation, violence, persuasion and negotiation. 

Then the actor attempts to prevent others from taking an alternative practices 

and action. And the last state is identification, actors agree to take their roles 

that have been assigned by the other players, how they are related to each 

other and outsiders. Thus, translation encourages all actors into coexistence 

(ibid). 

In the end is the mobilization as the actors transform themselves into the 

representatives of their own units and organizations. They communicate in the 

form the networks, according to Clegg and Bailey. “Thus, successful 

translation depends on the capacity of the actor-network to define and enroll 

other entities that might challenge these definitions and enrolments, and is 

more effective if it anticipates the responses and reactions of the entities to be 

translated. Translation works to solidify and enlarge actor-networks and 

generates traceable associations between entities” (Nikolova 2008). Actors 

are empirical matters that can be generated and associated within the 

organizations. It is a translation work that identifies the networks that we 

attempt to understand. 
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Chapter 2: Understanding the social media 

 

In order to adapt the use of social media in non-profit organizations we need 

to be understand the mechanics of social media. The social media are 

congenital structures, there are two major components: Nodes consist of 

people or organizations and ties are the connections between them that 

connect the components together. Hubs are larger nodes that happen when 

each component including people or organization are connected to every 

component in the network (Kanter, Fine and Zuckerberg 2010). The most 

interesting factor about Hub is anyone can be a hub, as long as they are able 

to gather people’s connection for example bloggers who manage to get many 

readers and viewers. Moreover, there are ‘Clusters’ which are groups of 

people or organizations that are tightly connected, but there are very few 

connections outside the groups in the network. “Cluster occur in organizations 

that tend toward silos,” which means they tend to be insolated from the other 

parts of the network, still have to make an effort to remain connected with the 

rest of the group.”(ibid) 

The following paragraphs will describe the structure of the networks. As we 

have discussed so far, Nodes, Hubs, Ties and Clusters are characteristics are 

of the networks, there are more qualities and structure that are need to be 

understood. 

First, it is crucial to focus on the network’s edge or ‘periphery’ and its growth. 

In the traditional organization, the power structures tend to be more 

centralized. “Traditional hierarchical organizations wouldn’t spend much time 

paying attention to the periphery because it doesn’t appear to have as much 

power or influence in the network as the core or the hubs” (Kanter, Fine and 

Zuckerberg 2010). They tend to ignore the edge of structure, as it will not 

have much influence in an organization. In a social network medium the 

edges are more significant, they are more likely to be participants, in fact also 

the core of the hubs. They are highly influential in the growth of the networks 
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by connect other people in other networks or groups together. Thus, the 

networks are most likely to expand more depends on medium or participants 

on the edge of the group, as they are able to bring more members and new 

ideas in the groups. (Kanter, Fine and Zuckerberg 2010) 

The second counter point about social networks, in order to make an effective 

network. There must be a combination of ‘strong’ and ‘loose’ ties. “Strong ties 

are the relationships you have with close personal friends or relatives. Loose 

ties are lighter connections that friendly acquaintances have with one another” 

(Kanter, Fine and Zuckerberg 2010). Strong ties are connections between 

actors that are frequently interact with each other such as close friends and 

family that we tend to communicate with on a daily basis. Loose ties is actors 

that we barely interact with such Facebook friends that you send message to 

each other when there is a purpose, in which this kind of tie can develop to 

another kind and become effective connection. In addition, loose ties are 

developed online on a daily basis, it is a power of ‘ambient intimacy’ that is 

once of actor begin to communicate or interact with another, the relations is 

established and they are easier than maintain than real life ties. “Loose ties 

are created online every day when grade-school friends reconnect on 

Facebook. This would have taken a tremendous amount of work to achieve in 

the analog would. The power of ambient intimacy is that once the ties are 

established online, they are easy to maintain. It just takes an occasional e-

mail or Facebook post to share family news, ask advice, or simply to touch 

base. In this way, ambient intimacy makes social networks geometrically 

larger than they would be on land” (Castells 2009) 

 

Mass Communication and Mass-self Communication 

The old traditional ways of media, mass-communication divides 

communicators and audiences such as television and radio broadcast 

information to audiences. It is one-way communication. Non-profit 

organizations have their ways to inform and integrate public through their 

official websites. Social media a new channel used to get closer to public 
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opinion and raise awareness. There are many strategies and theories that are 

related to this technology that are need to understand it.  

The invention of Internet and Web 2.0 for the first time we are no longer a 

one-way receiving audience, the new technology enables people to express 

opinions and ideas. The communication platform has been completely 

transformed 

According to Castells, we are living in the network society, he described the 

power in the new network and identified the existence in the construction of 

‘space and time’ that they are related. In the Theory, space is identified as 

“the material support of time-sharing social practices” (Castells 2009) that has 

been immediately constructed. Technologies and communication has been 

developed and understand that the physical connections between actors are 

eliminated. The digital space is a new platform, able to link actors together 

without the actual space. Castells came up with the term “Space of Flow is not 

placeless. It is made of nodes and networks; that is, of places connected by 

electronically powered communication networks through which flows of 

information that ensure the time-sharing of practices processed in such a 

space circulate and interfunctional, and locality are closely interrelated.”(ibid) 

Time in the social term is the series of time according to the clock, which is 

commonly used in the organization, institutions and in everyday life. “In the 

network society, the emphasis on sequencing and communication 

technologies in a relentless effort to annihilate time by negating sequencing: 

on one hand, by compressing time (as in split-second global financial 

transactions or the generalized practice of multitasking, the sequence of 

social practices, including past, present, and future in a random order, like in 

the electric hypertext of web 2.0 or the blurring of life cycle pattern in both 

work and parenting.” (Castells 2009) on sequencing and communication 

technologies has abandoned the actual practice, it redefined the definition of 

present and future, due to all actual activities and interaction that occur at 

once and it is no longer need to travel through time to reach the final 

destination. Thus, interpersonal communication occurs spontaneously to 
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reach all actors that are connected with the network. “Manuel Castells calls 

mass self-communication, when communication takes place from many to 

many, but in an individual context. It is mass communication because it 

circulates in an environment frequented by millions of people, regardless of 

geographical and cultural frontiers. It is also individual, because exchanges 

take place between people.” (Castilho 2010 ) 

As a result of new forms of communication, this creates a new culture it is the 

culture of network society, Castells implied “the common culture of the global 

network society is a culture of protocols of communication” (Castilho 2010 ) 

enabling communication between different cultures on the basis not of shared 

values but of the sharing of the value of new from of communication. 

This is to say: the new culture is not made of content but of process, as the 

constitutional democratic culture is based on procedure, not on substantive 

programs. Global culture is a culture of communication for the sake of 

communication. It is an open-ended network of cultural meaning that cannot 

only coexist, but also interact and modify each other on the basis of this 

exchange. (Livingston 2010) The culture of network society is a culture of 

protocols of communication between all cultures in the world, developed on 

the basis of the common belief in the power of networking and of the synergy 

obtained by giving to others and receiving from others. “In the digital 

environment communication became essentially interactive, that is the 

receiver also has a powerful influence on the sender. It became a two way 

process that broke with the one way vertical system thus far prevailing in 

relation between media vehicles and the public. Experience has shown that 

communication effectiveness increase in direct proportion to the intensified 

exchange between the sender and the receiver.” (Castilho 2010 ) 

!
The concept of network 

Established as a staple in studies of globalization by at least two of the most 

prominent theorists in the field (Castells 1996 and Hannerz 1996), the concept 

of the network implies that stable hierarchies and structures are giving way to 
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nodal, multi -centred and fluid systems, and that this change takes place in 

numerous fields of interaction…In Hardt and Negri’s Empire(2000), which 

famously argued the fading away of territorial powers to the benefit of a 

jellyfish-like, omnipresent force that they call ‘empire’, the influence from 

deleuze and Guattari’s contrasting of rhizomes and treelike structures 

(rhizomes at racines) in Mille plateaux(1980) is crucial. Hardt and Negri’s 

description of the world of global capitalism is also reminiscent of Castells’ 

account of global networks based on the ‘space of flows’ rather than the 

‘space of places’. In the modern time, receivers has have almost equal power 

of communication as the senders. It has became two way process. (Castilho 

2010 )  

 

Internet and social change 

 

The impact of the Internet transformed the communication platform.  “The 

Internet is the backbone of the network society and globalization is intrinsically 

involved in the parallel processes of virtualization and informatization (as 

corresponding to industrialization). Yet, the so-called digital resolution has 

mainly been portrayed as an exclusive concern of the wealthy nations. The 

booming literature on cyber space and the new techno-culture in the ‘90s 

showed little…two diametrically opposing and equally justified opinions can be 

identified where the implications of ICT for development are concerned 

(Hemer and Tufte 2005). Though western countries influence the new 

technology, this innovation can create an impact to developing countries. 

Researcher has been trying to link the gap between developing and 

developed countries. Thus, the Internet can be a paradigm to connect the 

wide gap together through technological solutions by ensuring people to have 

access to information. “It strengthens and further widens the divide between 

developed and developing countries “ (ibid) 
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According to Castells, we are witnessing the new media which is something 

that had not exist before the human history. Castells underlines the concept of 

the network society” that emerges from so -called “the information age” 

“There is a tremendous need for more systematic reflection upon 

where the field is heading…such an integrated discussion should be 

set in the context of globalization in all the aspects-economic, political 

and not least cultural – which are setting the agendas…there is also a 

clear need for greater professionalism amongst media and 

communication practitioners in the development business.” (Hemer and 

Tufte 2005) 

 

The dilemmas involved in changing cultures, and especially in changing the 

role of communication in the political strategies of organizations, are manifold. 

According to Manuel Castells, communication in a web environment (formed 

by networks) ceased to be accessory to become a fundamental form of 

exercising power. This shift in focus tends to considerably alter force relations 

in the international sphere, thus further increasing the importance of 

communication as an instrument of power. (Castilho 2010 ) 

 
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Chapter 3: Social Media in Organizational Communication  

 

How nonprofit organization apply social media. 

The adoption of social media in non-profit organizations has gained popularity 

and become an interesting channel for organizations to get support from 

public society. The problem is we do not yet acknowledge the exact strategies 

of using social media that nonprofit organizations apply to interact with 

people. We do not know that how organizations function and dialogic 

themselves in social media. There is lack of research regarding the adoption 

of social media in the non-profit organization. On the other hand social media 

is a new platform of communication that gradually connects with people and 

organizations, the network has greatly expanded. ’ (Nah and Saxton 2013)  

The key purposes of non-profit organizations in applying social media in their 

communication strategies are fundraising, lobbying and market-based (Nah 

and Saxton 2013). “Virtual networks are perhaps the greatest revolution 

caused by internet in the social sphere. These networks represent a new form 

of social organization capable of overcoming the limitations of face-to-face 

communities and introducing a new dynamic to interpersonal relations, with 

relevant consequences in the redefinition of institutional public communication 

strategies”(Castilho, 2010). 

Lobbying and Market-Based  

In order to accomplish their social missions, non-profit organizations imply 

‘lobbying and advocacy efforts’ ( (Nah and Saxton 2013), with the attempt to 

apply democratic hierarchy in the organizational structure. Researchers found 

that non-profit organizations are more capable than general companies. Guo 

and Musso agree that they are able to empower and influence public policy 
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that represent the community interest rather than the realistic logical ones that 

might be less popular. Hence, advocacy can be assumed not just another 

service, but a critical balance the government's policy and civil society (Guo 

and Musso 2007) “A broad external public to take action. To a large extent, 

the emphasis on a particular strategy is embodied in the amount of resources 

allocated to that strategy” (Seungahn Nah and Gregory D. Saxton, 2012). 

Thus, to apply advocacy and lobbying strategy, social media can be a 

substantial tool through which to mobilize civil and social awareness in public 

to take action in order to allocate more members and supporters. 

Social change concentrates on market-based program-delivery. Instead of 

generating revenues through grants or donations, organizations that 

concentrate on programs generate revenues through market-like fee-for-

service transactions, and are thus what Hansmann (1980) calls ‘commercial 

nonprofits’. With a strategy that centers on market-like transactions with 

clients, we hypothesize that such organizations have a greater incentive to 

reach out to both current and existing customers through social media: 

In conclusion, non-profit apply new media to a more efficient support from 

public general “The objective of the information communication technologies 

for social development initiative is for generating and supporting collaborative 

activities among academia, industry, government, and marginalized 

communities to promote social development…ICTs can be used for creating 

the synergy needed to empower marginalized communities to develop 

innovative ways to use technology applications that improve economic 

development and the quality of life.” (Pannu and Tomar 2010). It involves two-

way communication between various stakeholders participation in any 

development project. Two-way communication between the developers and 

those being developed can result in positive development for any community. 

Community members can also be creative and suggest ways of how they can 

use telecommunication technology for their own development, based on what 

technologies they can afford to pay for, in terms of technology use and 

available information systems. (ibid)  
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The importance of social networks and The United Nations  

 

According to Castilho “virtual networks are perhaps the greatest revolution 

caused by Internet in the social sphere. These networks represent a new form 

of social organization capable of overcoming the limitations of face-to-face 

communities and introducing a new dynamic to interpersonal relations, with 

relevant consequences in the redefinition of institutional public communication 

strategies.” (Castilho 2010 ) 

"for an international organization to function successfully, it must have the 

support of the public. all international civil servants therefore have a 

continuing responsibility to promote a better understanding of the objectives 

and work of their organizations. They require them to be well informed of the 

achievements not only of their own organizations of the United Nations 

systems as a whole. The opportunity to provide information to the public can 

arise at anytime. "This is especially important for organizations like the United 

Nations that have as their main audience specific segments of global public 

opinion, almost all of which are integrated to or in the process of becoming 

part of virtual social networks. “The best antidote against saturation is to learn 

more about individual characteristics of the target audience. This has become 

a daily concern for those in charge of social communication in organizations 

like the United Nations. The this challenge the individual/communities 

juxtaposition mentioned earlier achieves its full dimension.” (Castilho, 2010) 

By getting to know individuals one ends up familiar with their context, that is 

their virtual social networks (in the web) or face-to-face networks 

(communities, trade, unions, associations, clubs, political parties, etc.) what 

might have seemed impossible, particularly for organizations working at the 

global level, is made possible by web-based tools, especially those that 

enables collaborative knowledge building.  
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Fundraising 

In fundraising, organizations may arrange a campaign for fundraising 

regarding certain issue as a charity. Traditionally they use telephone or emails 

in order to raise fund (Graddy and Morgan, 2006). Later the extension of the 

use of social media in public has grown rapidly, social media has become a 

popular tool to raise fund in charities campaign. (Nonprofit Technology 

Network, 2012). Organizations are more concerned on gathering funds 

through external donors and more likely to deploy technologies like Facebook 

and twitter in particular. For instance, for Facebook, it created “Causes” for 

institutions in order to recruited new donors, “Facebook Causes is a great way 

to connect with and mobilize believers in your cause. Successful non-profits of 

the coming decade will find ways to aggressively leverage this and other 

social media tools” (Schipul, 2010). It is a way to raise significant funds in a 

short period of time without any administrative work, social media channel is 

one of the quickest and effective way if you are able to sell the causes to 

people (Williams, 2012) Frank Days suggested the successful methods of 

fundraising, “first, personalize it. Given that people are coming together 

through shared interests, the more personal the fundraiser’s page the better.” 

These are ways to gain supporters that are able to convey to donor. 1.) Post 

personal pictures, photos, links and video, about the causes you are trying to 

sell. 2.) Write messages short message what you’re your, reason for support. 

3.) State fundraising target that clearly indicate donation. 4.) Keep new and 

existing donors being recognized and satisfied. 5.) Display a list of donors and 

promoting their merits. (Days, 2009) 

At the United Nations, there are some agencies such as UNICEF and UNHCR 

that have been working on fundraising. They have been successfully working 

separately from the central United Nation’s budgeting by doing 

communication strategies. One of the key accomplishments is from Social 

networks (Pearce, 2014). As Paula Pearce, Chief of fundraising in UNICEF 

Thailand mentioned in the presentation about “The Pillars of Successful 

Resources Mobilization from UNICEF perspective” at the UNDP country office 

workshop in Bangkok, “today there are new ways of fundraising, social media 
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is one of the innovative focuses on more developing new ways.” Social Media 

is a completely new income stream.  

Questions for Fundraising 

1. What do they need money for? 

2. Who is going to give you? 

3. How do you make sure money keep on coming? 

 

Communication Strategies for the United Nations 

“Public information agents of entitles like the United Nations are no longer 

trained only to produce messages, but also to develop the ability to interact 

with internets.  

1.) the messages send by organizations like the United nations must 

contemplate both the need for personalization and the fact that they will 

accessed by thousands of web users. Each receiver must perceive the 

message as if it were directed to him alone, even if the sender started with a 

global conception.  

 

2.) Entitles in general have a long experience in producing messages based 

on the principle of “one of many”. How can we create a new messaging style 

in which individualization also has an important place?  

 

The online platform is more than a tool, it is an environment of network. For 

the United Nations, the virtual sphere has changed the context of 

communication in the organization (Castilho, 2010).  

For the UNDP there are certain standards that have been set. Social networks 

can advocate for development solutions for example in the My World 
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Campaign, it pushes the global development problems to another level. The 

campaign encourages people from all around the world to vote for the most 

urgent development problems that should be solved. (Brockhausen, GCC 

Social Media Summit for Governments 2013) In different countries, social 

network establishes global communities that reach to the local level 

(Brockhausen, 2013). Secondly it creates accountability and transparency, the 

work of the United Nations is more recognized. People are more aware of the 

role of the organization. Social network increase partnership and Dialogues, 

social media increase the interactivity with different actors such as among 

internal offices, public general and donors. The theme and dialogue has to be 

more strategic planned. There are some guidelines such as "As a matter of 

principle, every member of secretariat may speak to the press, within limits: 

the officers are required and advocated to speak only within the area of 

competence and responsibility, also provide facts, not opinions or comments 

and leave sensitive issues to officials who are specifically authorized speak on 

them.” (Brockhausen, Social Media@UNDP 2013) The organization should 

remain neutral the officers are not allowed to express personal opinions and 

comment. (ibid) In addition, it develops Brand Familiarity, for example for the 

UNDP, on Facebook and Twitter there are different themes on the dialogues 

and messages sent out each week for example, #equalitymonday could reach 

out to 1.7 millions people globally in one day. This also creates digital culture 

that can influence general public (ibid)   

 

Relationship between actors; stakeholders, donors and institution itself  

 

Non-profit organizations have an obligation to deal with different actors such 

as stakeholders, donors and different institutions that require effective 

strategic communication approaches in order to keep them satisfied. Building 

relationships between actors is essential. To attain continuous supports, the 

organization should be able maintain a good relation with different sectors. 

There are tremendous numbers of dialogues that are applied as 
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communication methods. Although the new media enlarges the platform of the 

transmission of information, but organizations should apply accurate and 

forcible dialogue in order to attack the right attention. Message should be 

delivered to the right persons and parties. (Castilho 2010 ) 

 

Dealing with local government, NGO, social Movement has limited budgets 

and sometimes conflict with local government “although nongovernment 

organizations (NGO) and social movement organizations contribute 

significantly to the social change process, they wield comparatively fewer 

economic resources and are constrained by local politics.” (Wilkins 2008) 
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Chapter: 4 Methodological Frameworks  

Overview  

1. The heart of the analysis is on the core technological feature of 

Facebook - the messages the organizations send in support of 

advocacy work.  

a. For these message-level analyses daily messages sent during 

December 2013 to February 2014 was selected,  

b. A mix of quantitative content analysis and qualitative inductive 

analysis of this data was employed 

2. 4 In-depth interviews the United Nations communication Officers in 

Thailand  
3. The research seeks to explore how advocacy and communication 

related concepts and practices identified in the existing literature are 

manifested in organizations’ use of social media 

4. The Research seeks to capture practices that are unique to social 

media and have thus not yet appeared in the existing literature.  

The research will look at the organization’s adoption rate for major social 

media platforms, along with the frequency in which they use the various 

communicative tools available at the United Nations in Thailand especially on 

Facebook pages gathered from the case study of the United Nations Country 

Team in Thailand from November 2013 to February 2014. This information 

was gathered during my internship at the UNCT as a communication officer 

where the responsibilities included handling and sending social media 

messages on Facebook. Thus the data has been collected from December 

2013 to February 2014. There have been multiple messages sent from the 

organizations everyday. In addition, 4 interviews were conducted with the 

communication offices in the United Nations Thailand Country Team, 2 from 

United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), 1 interview from United Nations 

High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and 1 interview from United 

Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women 
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(UNWomen). The methodology will consist both qualitative and quantitative 

approach with a content analysis.  

As per the research questions, this research intends to examine what kind of 

messages and dialogues the United Nations adopts to communicate with 

different actors such general public, stakeholders, donors and government. 

Why the organization applies social media as one of the main communication 

channels, how the actors react towards to organizations and capability of the 

message to influence people’s mindsets. Therefore I decided to use a content 

analysis to explore people’s behaviors and reaction towards certain kind of 

messages.  

I categorized the messages into different themes in order to find out the key 

factors that influenced the popularity of the work or the themes that the UN is 

working on at that period of time. (Rourke and Anderson 2004) 

The research is designed to provide answers to the questions that were 

presented in the introduction. As mentioned, this research will discuss how 

non-profit organizations use social media with the case study from United 

Nations Country Team in Thailand. The research questions are as follows:  

• Why do Non-profit Organizations use Social Media to promote gain 

public recognition? How? 

This was discussed in the empirical findings chapter based on data that was 

collected from the interviews and related to the theoretical underpinnings as 

discussed in chapter 2 and chapter 3  

• What are the communication strategies that non-profit organizations 

apply in social networks? 

This was discussed in the interviews and attached in the empirical findings. 

This questions is related to the theoretical backgrounds as discussed in 

Chapter 1 that I applied ANT theory and ICT for development of Waisbord, 

Silvio  
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• How do dialogues and themes transform in traditional channel and 

social media channels?  

This question is discussed the quantitative part of the research. It is the result 

of Facebook messages that the organization had published from December 

2013 to February 2014 in parallel with the on going political crisis in Thailand. 

The messages represent different themes and aspects that the organization 

attempts to deliver to the public.  

• What are the dialogues or messages applying through social media 

channels? How do the audiences interact?  

This question is discussed the qualitative part of the research and the 4 

interviews with the UN communication Officers from UNICEF, UNESCO and 

UNHRC.  

Quantitative Methods  

In doing the quantitative research data was collected from the Social Media 

messages of United Nations Thailand Country Team from Facebook from 

December 2013 to February 2014. There are numerous Facebook messages 

sent out everyday that tend to gain outside attention of ordinary people. The 

reason for only focusing on social media is because it tends to gain public 

attention more than any other channels and it is the closest paradigm to 

acknowledge the public’s perception towards the organization. Quantitative 

Methods in the content analysis, Bernard Berelson defined Content analysis 

in Communication Research, “QCA as a research technique for the 

systematic, objective, and quantitative description of the manifest content of 

communication" (Albig 1952) In this context, description is a process that 

includes segmenting communication content into units, assigning each unit to 

a category, and providing tallies for each category” (Rourke and Anderson 

2004). The messages have been categorized into different themes, then 

calculated and summed up the numbers of messages that were published 
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during the 3 months period. By looking content that was aired during this 

period of time, the objective is to find the words or concepts behind this and 

how it they relate to each other. Quantitative content analysis offered the 

presence and frequencies of specific words and concepts. It is an old method 

but in this contemporary version we can observe the relationship between the 

words and categories that have been devised (Boettger and Palmer 2010). 

The reason I decided to conduct a quantitative methodology is to increase the 

validity of data, as Boettger and Palmer stated that "Quantitative content 

analysis can prove to be a more powerful method than surveys and interviews 

because of its unobtrusive nature and its lack of reliance on subjective 

perceptions" (ibid). The data becomes more objective and might give a better 

visual understanding to the readers. However, to the definition of the validity is 

for flexible and subjective, as Tom Burns reviews the concept of content 

analysis of the book The British Journal Sociology, “this may be partly owing 

to a reluctance to use a method which is by definition restricted to the 

manifest content of communication; as there is no guarantee that the 

meanings in the manifest content are the same as the meanings actually 

understood by the different readers or intended by the writer." (Burns 1953). 

The data is the manifestation of the content of communication that for which 

there are no certain definitions of its value. Content analysis reduces the 

scope of information and by using quantitative content analysis it becomes 

more visualized.  

However, this is influenced by the political situation in Thailand that I have 

mentioned the background has paid an impact to the frequent type of 

dialogues that were delivered from time to time. This also affected the validity 

of the collected data.  

Qualitative Method  

There were 4 interviews that were conducted with communication officers in 

the different United Nations Agencies in Thailand. The interviews were 

conducted both in Thai and in English. During the time, there were several 

obstacles due to the political situation in Thailand. The demonstrations had 
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taken place around the UN compound since November 2013 until present. It 

was difficult to get in contact with the officers; there were several times that 

the officers had to work from home. When that occurred, the communication 

flows tended to be less active. However, I managed to conduct most of the 

interviews via Skype and one through email. The staff from UNHCR and 

UNICEF found it the most difficult to find the time. It took around 6 weeks to 

finish conducting the interviews with them.  

The interviews were analyzed using qualitative inductive analyses with 

content analysis theory basis in order to identify categories of communicative 

and advocacy practices that are newly emergency in nonprofits’ social media 

use and thus not previously identified. There are mainly in-depth questions. 

The interviews were expected to get detailed answers followed by examples.  

 

Validity of Data  

Validity of Data of this research relied on the domestic situation, the on going 

political conflicts has influenced the content of the social media channel, 

according to Barter and Bebbington on the validity of data depends on 

producers, audience and effects of content, A research technique for the 

objective systematic and quantitative description of the manifest content of 

communication" the broad classification of applications is formal, by 

substance, form, and by "producers", "audience" and "effects" of content, but 

the illustrations of each category are arranged according to use. The 

illustrations provide practical support to the logical supposition that the 

categories enumerated are arranged in descending order of validity. “If 

inference relating the content of communication to other aspects of social 

behavior tends to be either questionable or tautological, then the only strictly 

valid application of the procedure, outside mere description, is to comparative 

studies within the same range of media. This possibly accounts for the large 

number of successful studies of newspaper content and electoral campaigns" 

(Barter and Bebbington 2012) 
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Designing the interviews  

As I mentioned earlier that the 4 interviews were conducted with the 

communication officers with the United Nations Thailand Country Team, 

according to Di Cicco-Bloom and Crabtree, interviews were considered both 

unstructured and an in-depth approaches. In the ethnographic tradition of 

anthropology, the data was gathered through participant observation and 

recorded field notes. “During the process the investigator identifies one or 

more 'key informants' to interview an ongoing basis and takes jotting or short 

notes while observing and questioning." (DiCicco-Bloom and Crabtree 2006). 

Attending 2 communication conferences in Bangkok, gave an overview of the 

theoretical ideas that are applied in the organizations. This influenced the 

interviews and structure. It was difficult to conduct in-depth interviews, as 

most of the officers are busy with their tasks as such it was difficult to do get 

personal contact with the interviewees. The data that was gathered was from 

observation during the conferences for example from presentations and the 

speakers’ quotes.  

The 4 interviews that were conducted with communication officers were in-

depth interviews. These officers were specialized in a similar field, which is 

media and communication. Therefore, the questions were designed to 

examine their role in detail and to explore their specialization. Most of the 

questions are open-ended and aimed to learn more about the subject. 

Moreover the questions were emailed in advance in order to all the 

interviewees to be fully prepared and also so the information could be 

included and spontaneously included during time in which they were being 

interviewed. “The iterative nature of the qualitative research process in which 

preliminary data analysis coincides with data collection often results in altering 

questions as the investigators learn more about the subject. Questions that 

are not effective at eliciting the necessary information can be dropped and 

new ones added. Furthermore, the interviewer should be prepared to depart 

from the planned itinerary during the interview because digressions can be 

very productive as they follow the interviewee's interest and knowledge" 

(DiCicco-Bloom and Crabtree 2006)  
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The interviews were conducted over Skype, as at the time I had travelled back 

to Sweden, it was the best way to get in touch with the interviewees. 

According to Knox and Burkarda, the benefit of conducting phone interview 

are “(1) use economic and human resources efficiently (e.g., reduce the need 

for travel, thereby widening the net researchers may cast for participants and 

enabling expedient data collection); (2) minimize disadvantages of in-person 

interviews (e.g., researchers can take detailed notes of an interview without 

making participants feel uncomfortable, response bias may be reduced in the 

absence of facial expressions, the anonymity afforded by the phone may 

enable participants to be more open in their responses); (3) allow research-

appropriate relationships to develop between interviewer and interviewee; and 

(4) improve the quality of data collection (e.g., enable greater supervision and 

support of interviewers, allow those who may have reading/writing difficulties 

to participate in research). (Knoxa and Burkarda 2009) Skype or Phone 

interviews are a less costly interview medium, as the result from the 

interviews I managed to establish some connection with the interviewees that 

allowed me to ask further in-depth question about the subject  

Designing Interview Questions  

The basic research question served as the first interview question, but 

between 5 and 10 more specific questions were developed to delve deeper 

into different aspects of the research issue.” 

1. What should the organization aim to achieve with social media? 

2. What do you want social media to do for your organization? 

3. Who approves the content before it’s published? 

4. How many departments or divisions will be contributing content? 

5. How do you engage and communicate with the various departments? 

6. Does a distinctive goal for the content exist? 

7. How will you prioritize content from one department or division over the 

next? 
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8. What types of content should you post on which social platforms? What 

are the themes? How can you convert social-media followers into 

donors? 

9. What do you primarily want to use social media for? Awareness? 

Sales? Loyalty and retention? 

10. Who will be responsible for providing content and on how many 

platforms? 

11. Who should set up and maintain my company's social media 

accounts? 

12.  Should the organization have a presence on all of the popular social-

media networks?  

13. What are the best social networks? 

14. How often should you post new content on my social networks? 

15. How can you measure the success of my social-media marketing 

efforts?  

16. What is the biggest mistake to avoid?  

 

Note: the interviews questions are decided to adapt to suite different 

interviewees. The questions are mostly in-depth questions. Some of the 

questions may not been asked. Especially in the “Measure impact” part, they 

are decided to evaluate the interview afterwards.  
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Chapter 5: Empirical Findings and Background Materials  

 

Facebook Message themes 

The data was collected to examine the hypothesis 3 and 4 concerning the 

characteristics, themes, and the way that the content being constructed.  

Hypothesis 3: The organization has a more systematic control in social 

media monitoring. Because United Nations is a well-known, global 

organization, the information sent through social media channels should be 

more strategic.  

Hypothesis 4: The popularity of different themes is affected by the situation 

and environment in the communities. We must find out the popularity of 

different themes and explore the users’ behaviors  

The data was collected from the 117 Facebook daily Posts from December 

2013 to February 2014 and classified into themes and 10 categories. The 

messages gain total public reaches 33463 people. In addition, an example 

from each category was picked to gain insight into the most popular themes 

and to explore the reaction of the audiences.  

1. Access to Information  

Example from Date: 13/2/14  

“UNESCO’s radio toolkit – Linking Generations through Radio – This toolkit 

will help you start up a customised youth radio programme that can be further 

adapted to the capacity of your radio station and the needs of your community 

listeners. ” (UNCT n.d.) 

Reaction of the Audience: In the categories, the reactions of the audiences 

are normal. The message only reaches 154 out of 33463 people. There are 

non-comment and very few shares. The engagement of the content is also 

very few.  
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2. Corruption  

Example from Date: 8/12/2013 

“We oppose Corruption!! #UNSG urged Governments, the private sector and 

civil society to take a collective stand against this complex social, political and 

economic disease that affects all countries. To achieve an equitable, inclusive 

and more prosperous future for all, we must foster a culture of integrity, 

transparency, accountability and good governance.” (UNCT n.d.) 

Corruption is an important issue in Thailand that has tremendous impact to 

Thai Politic and with the current chaotic political situation people tend to pay 

attention, there were people who shared the post by adding the message 

@somjai: “listen up to this”1 and shared the message. It was the day that 

United nation in Thailand’s Facebook page received to most engagement and 

likes of the month. The message reached 612 out of 33463 people 

3. HIV/AIDS  

Date: February 26th, 2014  

“From Despair to Hope: A UNDP short film,Thailand. the story of Apiwat, a 

man living with HIV, it is a glimpse into the stigma and discrimination people in 

Thailand and around the world face--both at home, work, school, or in their 

communities. Filmhttp://vimeo.com/74907281” (UNCT n.d.) 

There were 218 reaches on that day. Thought there were no comment from 

the audiences and only few people shared the post. UNAIDs has came up 

with the social media campaign promoting people to use hashtag #ZEROHIV 

4. Gender Equality  

Date: February 27th, 2014 

“What are things that women should and should not do? This is the creativity 

of the memac Ogilvy&Mather from Dubai by using google search. More 
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information about gender discrimination at http://owl.li/q21Vb #unwomen 

#womenshould” 

This post was translated into English, the original one was in Thai. The post 

reached 443 out of 33463 people and 10 shared the posting with a photo from 

iconic UNwomen picture.  

5. Peace&Security  

Date: January 28th, 2014  

“#UNICEF Thailand is extremely concerned about the number of students 

whose rights to an education have been affected by the on-going political 

crisis...”(UNCT, 2014)  

The message reached 4050 people and received 53 likes and was shared 41 

times. This post was the most engaged and popular during 3 months of 

Facebook Observations. There were 3 comments saying @Aunhoon Lim 

“Students! we can start by telling your parents to stop protesting and begging 

them to think about your future.” (Facebook Comment) @Joke Caramier 

“soon! Kids please be patient when you graduate you will not have to face evil 

problematic adults that create problems for society like me” (facebook 

Comment) “well if anyone dare telling your own parents please tell them. No 

one dare doing that!” (UNCT n.d.) 
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The information was developed by UNICEF and researched during the on-

going demonstration against the government at that time in Thailand. The 

demonstration has affected the traffic and school opening hours in Thailand 

because it was difficult for people to travel to work places and schools in the 

morning. In the worst cases schools were closed due to the violence and 

shooting in significant and financial areas in Bangkok.  

 

6. Climate Change  

Date: February 9th, 2014  

“Join #UNESCO for the UNcertia sustainability competition! Welcome 

amateurs sending ideas about the way to save the environment before 

February 10th. More infohttp://joinunertia.org/students-in-pattaya-thailand-are-

taking-action-for-sustainability/” (UNCT n.d.) 

The post received 195 out of 33463 reaches and 1 comment. The purpose of 

the message is to advertise the competition for amateurs to participate. 

People did not pay much attention to this kind of message. 
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7. Migration  

Date: December 17th, 2013  

“#saphansiang #thammasatuniveristy #migrantsworkers     To celebrate 

International Migrants with #ILO on December 17th, a multi-activity event day 

will be held to introduce migration issues and the Saphan Siang campaign to 

the Thai public at the Thammasat University School of Law, Tha Prachan 

campus. The event will comprise of both art and educational activities. The 

event gives an opportunity for young Thais to engage with the campaign and 

the broader efforts of campaign partners working towards promoting a positive 

image of migrant workers in Thailand. #internationalmigrantsday #IAMmigrant 

Readmore: http://www.ilo.org/asia/whatwedo/events/WCMS_230940/lang--

en/index.htm” (UNCT n.d.) 

On international Migrants Day, the UN invited people to join social media 

campaign sharing pictures and stories about migration using hashtags  

#IAMMigrant . In Thailand the outsiders’ engagement were very low. There 

were only  

8. Education  

Date: January 29th, 2014  

“International Mother Language Day, 21 February, it is a Day for celebrating 

all mother tongues. In other words – a day to celebrate language diversity. 

Supporting language diversity is also about supporting inclusion and 

acknowledging that language diversity helps to enrich us all; that this diversity 

of languages is a treasure, not a barrier. 

Readmore:http://www.unescobkk.org/education/multilingual-

education/international-mother-language-day/” (UNCT n.d.) 

The messages gained 266 reaches. It was the day to promote International 

Mother Language Day.  

9. Social Protection and Human Rights 
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Date: January 28th, 2014 

#UNICEF Thailand is extremely concerned about the number of students 

whose rights to an education have been affected by the on-going political 

crisis. The Ministry of Education reports that some 934 education facilities 

have been closed as a result of protests, affecting nearly 317,000 students 

and some 18,000 teachers. UNICEF urges all parties involved to respect the 

rights of all children to receive an education and to make every effort to 

ensure that schools remain open.” (UNCT n.d.) 

UNICEF has been concerned about the living condition of Children in 

Thailand. As the result of demonstration many schools and classes were 

closed and canceled. The students could not go to school due to the blockage 

of major streets in Bangkok. There were bombs and shooting the in 

demonstration area. The posts reached totally 4050 out of 33463 people. This 

was the most popular post by far during the observation.  

9. Others  

Date: January 14th, 2014  

 “if you are interested in traveling around the world #tourism we recommend 

information from #UNWTO which region has the most developing tourist 

industry. How travel industry is going to be like this year. More info, 

http://mkt.unwto.org/publication/unwto-tourism-highlights-2013-edition” (UNCT 

n.d.) 

The post reached 508 out of 33463 people. It was the report about tourism 

released by the recent year of United Nations research.  

10. Children  

Date: February 27th, 2014 
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“#selfie tag #MyWFPSelfie   Picture this! Posting a photo today will give a kid 

school meals for the next month. Just tag your #selfie #MyWFPSelfie and $5 

goes to World Food Programme #WFP” (UNCT n.d.) 

 

The post reached 1039 out of 33463 people. WFP invited people to use 

Hashtag #selfie for ordinary people to join and support the campaign.  

 

 

 

Quantitative Result  

Having gathered information from the Facebook Insight Account of the United 

Nation Residence Coordinator’s account, the posts were divided into different 

themes, these are Social Protection, Peace and Security, Gender Equality, 

Children, Climate change, Migration, HIV/Aids Access to Information, 

Corruption and others. In order to find out,:1.) How does Agency respond to 

the audiences in each themes? 2.) Which themes they should emphasize? 3.) 

What are the factors that influence the audience’s interest.?  

Therefore, it was necessary to examine the most and least popular themes 

that have been sent out on Facebook within the 3 months. On the other hand, 

the total reach and likes gained from each theme was also observed. This will 

represent the performance of the Facebook page and reflect what the team 

should improve and emphasize. Out of 117 posts from December 2013 to 

February 2014, I categorized Facebook Themes into 11 Categories. the 

information is presented in Figure 1. And Figure 2 the pie graph indicated the 

numbers to 33463 total reaches that are also categorized into 11 themes.  
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Figure 1: Facebook Message Themes of the United Nations Thailand Country 

Team from December 2013 – February 2014  

Figure 1 above indicates the percentage of Facebook Message themes 

posting from December 2013 to February 2014, the most posted theme was 

about Social Protection 22%, then Peace and Security was 20%, Gender 

Equality was 12%, other topics was 10%, Children was 9 %, Climate change 

was 8%, Migration was 7%. HIV/Aids was 4%. The least themes posted on 

Facebook were Access to Information and Corruption 2%.  
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Figure 2: Pie Chart represents Life Time - The number of people who saw 

Page post in Different Themes of the United Nations Country Team in 

Thailand from December 2013 – February 2014  

 

Figure 2 indicates the percentage of life time the number of people who saw 

the page post in different themes. The results shows the most reach was 

about Peace and Security gaining 31%, then Social Protection and Human 

Rights 24%, Children 16%. Gender Equality and others was 7%. Migration 

was 5%, and Climate Change was 4%. Corruption and HIV/AIDS was 2%. 

And the least total life time reach was Access to Information and Education at 

1%.  
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Background about the United Nations Thailand Country Team  
 

United Nations Residence Coordinator (UNRC) has played a major part as 

Bangkok is the home base for the UN Economic and Social Commission for 

Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP), which means Bangkok is know as “Geneva 

of Asia”. Thus UNRC is the hub for all UN agencies in Asia. UNRC has 

coordinated with different agencies in Thailand, the framework are most likely 

to cover all the issues that the United Nations works in Thailand in which 

includes Social Protection, Human Rights and Access to Justice, (UNRC, 

2014). UNRC is the center of the United Nations Agencies in Thailand. 

Basically this department monitors all information in the United Nations 

agencies in Thailand. The social media channels represent the work and the 

image of the United Nations as a whole in Thailand.  

 

In the next chapter will present the analysis of the data gathering from the 

interview and the social media channels of the UNRC. The analysis will draw 

the existing theoretical perspectives that reflect the adoption of the social 

media in the United Nation Thailand country team  
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Chapter 6: Analysis  

!

The Importance of Social Media and the United Nations in Thailand  

Hypothesis 1: The adoption of social media enhances the reputation and 

image of the United Nations  

Helen Clark, Administrator of the United Nations Development Programme 

says the digital platform of communication has become a significant tool of 

high-definition development. Digital media is the technology that extends the 

communication level, enabling us to get closer to people than we may be able 

to expect, to rapidly support and transition. “Technology also spawns 

innovative development solutions, like the use of text messaging for disaster 

preparedness and early warning systems. Analyzing key development themes 

in social media enables better responses to the needs of people. Technology 

can also support greater transparency (Clark n.d.)It is highly challenging for 

the organization to analyze the themes and dialogue in social media in order 

to respond to the demands of the public, such as representing the work and 

creating a better understanding of the image of the organization. The adoption 

of social media in the United Nations can be a powerful instrument to 

advocate message and issues of concern from which a rapid public reaction is 

expected.  

 

This is related to Social Media theory as mentioned by Manuel Castells 

regarding the nature of the virtual network, “in the network society, the 

emphasis on sequencing and communication technologies in a relentless 

effort to annihilate time by negating sequencing: on one hand, by 

compressing time (as in split-second global financial transactions or the 

generalized practice of multitasking, the sequence of social practices, 

including past, present, and future in a random order, like in the electric 

hypertext of web 2.0 or the blurring of life cycle pattern in both work and 

parenting.” (Castells 2009) on sequencing and communication technologies 
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has abandoned the actual practice, it redefined the definition of present and 

future, due to all actual activities and interaction occur at once, without the 

need to travel through time to reach one another. Thus, interpersonal 

communication occurs spontaneously to reach all actors that are connected 

with the network. The adoption of social media in the United Nations can be a 

powerful instrument to advocate message and concern issues that expect a 

rapid reaction from the public with the technology of Web 2.0 that create two 

way communication that shorten the space of time. The online platform is 

more than a tool, it is an environment of network. For the United Nations, the 

virtual sphere has changed the context of communication in the organization. 

(Castilho 2010 ) 

According to the interview with the United Nations communication officers at 

the country office in Thailand, the officers are constantly concerned about the 

importance of the adoption of social media in their communication strategies. 

Every agency has their own social media channel, such as UN Women, 

UNHCR and UNICEF. They all indicated in the interviews, Keenapan, Natha 

senior communication officer from UNICEF, Sricharatchanya, Heamakarn, 

communication assistant from UNICEF and Frey, Beatrice social media 

specialist from UNWOMEN. 

“Social Media is a popular tool in Thailand because there are a lot of people 

using social media now days. We have Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. So 

it is an effective tool for us to reach public audience about Children in 

Thailand and raise awareness about many issues, violence in family and 

children etc.” (Keenapan 2014)“We use social media to bring awareness to 

the many initiatives and campaigns that we work on so people are informed 

and can support the causes. We also want to increase the visibility of our 

work and the organization to ultimately contribute to resource mobilization, 

which feeds back into our work on the ground.” (Frey 2014) “We started from 

traditional media such as newspaper, feature stories. As we all know that 

social media has a rapid growth in media that a lot of sectors applying in 

communication strategy to reach the audiences and public. If we do not use it 

we will miss this opportunity” (Sricharatchanya 2014) 
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In addition, the popularity of social media has changed the structure of 

communication and the interactivity between actors. “ (Diplomacy n.d.). It is 

related to this theory of Horizontal Approach by John L. Woods Triangles as 

the path of communication does not focus merely on top-down and bottom-up 

approaches but it is vital to understanding all the components especially in the 

local level. “Thus the Routes of communication envisaged are not only vertical 

from top to bottom and bottom upwards, but also horizontal between the 

institutions and personnel connected with process of development.” (Pannu 

and Tomar 2010). Thus, people can voice their opinion though social media 

platforms especially with the United Nations in a third world country like 

Thailand where people may not notice the role or find it is difficult to engage 

with the issues. For the first time they can have close interaction with the 

organization, so that their voices may be heard from the local level. As 

Communication officer of UNWOMEN, Beatrice Frey stated that social media 

to bring awareness to the many initiatives and campaigns, (Frey 2014) so 

people are informed and can support the causes. It also increases the 

visibility of our work and the organization to ultimately contribute to resource 

mobilization, which feeds back into the work on the ground. 
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Castilho, Thaiza, communication consultant for UNICEF mentions that online 

platform is more than a paradigm. It is a gigantic network of different actors. 

For a global organization like the United Nations, certain standards have been 

set. As Helen Clark claimed that Social media advocate for development 

solutions, which in the future the organization hopes will lead to 

implementation through decision-making processes. Moreover Social media 

increases accountability and transparency. The work and role of United 

Nations has been recognized not only at the international level also at the 

local level. This is related to the improvement of the organization’s reputation.  

 

Social media and the reputation of the United Nations 

The Adoption of Social Media in the United Nations allows the organization to 

reach out to the general public. As mentioned earlier, this is two-way 

communication. From the interview of Beatrice Frey from UN Women stated, 

“Social media increases transparency about our organization and our work. 

Engagement and responsiveness also positively impact the reputation.” (Frey 

2014) The role of United Nations in Thailand is being more recognized among 

the locals. The United Nations was merely an international non-profit 

organization working in Thailand but people did not come across its work, 

interview with Heamakarn, communication assistant for UNICEF clamed, 

“before people did not really know the role of the organization. UNICEF is just 

an international organization. Social media decreases the gap between 

organizations and public, so they have correct understanding regarding the 

role of UNICEF. It is a two-way communication, as it increases people’s 

interaction with the organization. Social media strengthens brand image and 

promote the work of UNICEF” (Sricharatchanya 2014). Another example from 

the interview with Bhukittikul, Suchada, regarding the Fundrasing team at the 

UNHCR country office in Thailand, Social Media has become a major 

instrument in raising funds “Social media raising trust and reputation when we 

talk to people face to face as they can check information about the 

organization online both on the official website and Facebook. Their work is 

real and more transparent. Before Thai people did not know about UNHCR 
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but now they know about our work. For instance, we have the film festival to 

support us. People who went to see the film they became more conscious 

about Refugee issues” (Bhukittikul 2014). Social media is a powerful 

instrument, at the same time the power is being exercised, Castells 

addressed communication in a web environment (formed by networks) is the 

center of human activities, it gathers people’s perceptions and ideas. There 

are more varieties that people can be more selective to consume.  

This is related to theory of the potential of the virtual sphere in lobbying and 

advocacy’s efforts. Researchers found that non-profit organizations are more 

capable than private sectors (Nah and Saxton 2013) Guo and Musso 

mentioned that non-profit organizations are able to empower and influence 

public policies. The organizations have causes in which are the domestic local 

issues. Thus, to apply advocacy and lobbying strategies, social media can be 

a substantial toll for mobilizing civil and social awareness of the public to take 

action in order to allocate more members and supporters.  

 

Social Media Strategies at the United Nations in Thailand  

Hypothesis 2: The organization should have a more systematic control in 

social media monitoring. Because the United Nations is a well-known global 

organization, the information sent through social media channels should be 

approved and strictly controlled.  

Social Media at the United Nations Country office in Thailand has been 

applied in the communication strategies for some time. According to the 

interviews with UN Women, UNICEF, UNHCR and UNDP, most agencies 

have their own social media channels, namely Facebook and Twitter. 

However from the interviews indicated that there is a little coordination within 

other departments. It was more likely the sole communication officers are 

responsible to every task at the same time including monitoring social media 

channels  
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Managing the Content  

The content of the posts are mainly related to the themes of the agencies. For 

example in UN Women will focus on women’s empowerment and gender 

equality (Frey 2014) Beatrice indicated in an interview that Social Media 

allowed for a higher frequency of information dissemination or sending out of 

announcements from an organization. Mainly it has become the voice of an 

organization through which to reach the general public on a regular basis. 

Therefore, communication officers monitor the content sent from different 

departments. There is some engagement between departments, all content is 

written by regional and national accounts. But most of the time there was very 

few coordination with other departments or overall strategy that the UN are 

using. Interview with Suchada Bhukittikul from UNRCH, “In Thailand we don’t 

have a PR person or specific coordinator position. we work together with 

public Information department and Private Sector Fundraising department 

(PRF). If it is about media we have to work closely with every team such as 

Refugee teams. All departments should be informed about news and updates” 

(Bhukittikul 2014). For example on every United Nations official day, there will 

be a message from secretary general that all agencies will be required to post 

on their social media channels.  

 

Date: December 17th, 2013“ from the UNCT Thailand, 18 December as 

International Migrants Day, #IAMAMigrant #UNTHAILAND do you know that 

The total number of international migrants has increased from an estimated 

175 million in 2000 to 232 million persons today? And One of every ten 

migrants is under the age of 15? It is important to emphasize the need to 

respect the human rights of migrants and to promote international labour 

standards, condemn manifestations of racism and intolerance and stress the 

need to improve public perceptions of migrants and migration.” 
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This is a part of the message taken from General Secretary Baan Ki-moon 

official message on International Labour Day. The message was written by 

the global office and was emailed to all United Nations agencies around the 

world, including the country office in Thailand. This represents the “centrality 

of power” (Waisbord 2005) in the organization as Silvio claimed, the institution 

should present the objectives to reach the audiences, in this sense an 

international level, the content is sent from the headquarter offices. It is each 

agency’s decision to use the content or issue that they are working on to post 

on one’s own social media channel. 

 

At the local level, communication officers are responsible for prioritizing the 

relevancy of content that is being passed on. Messages are normally drafted 

or written by interns and consultants and finally approved by the Social Media 

Manager (Frey 2014). However, each agency is trying to engage with other 

departments, and even encourage all staff to be apart of communication 

progress but it has not yet been done systematically. “I try to engage with 

other departments on particular issues. We encourage staffs to use social 

media for example officers assigned to attend press releases should forward 

the information about that particular events to me. And then I will post on 

Social. In the future, everyone might be able to post the information 

themselves” (Sricharatchanya 2014). And from UN Women, “the social media 

team lead by the Social Media Manager is responsible for disseminating 

information. We currently have 37 accounts in 7 different languages across 

social platforms” (Frey 2014).  

Another example is the use of hashtags (Chapter 6: Finding page.43) in 

different themes there are several hashtags such as about HID/AIDS is 

#ZEROHIVs, gender equality is #WOMENSHOULD. On international 

migration days, there were several activities promoting better images of 

migrants using hashtags #IAMMigrant #internationalmigration #saphansiangs. 

Hashtags become another powerful tools engaging ordinary people in 

advocacy strategy.  
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This explains the five key ideas regarding the top-down and bottom- up 

approaches that are merged together. Traditionally top-down structures, as 

explained earlier, are messages that are sent from the headquarters. On the 

other hand, Social media widens the opportunities for other staff to share their 

stories due to the coordinating work with other departments, although yet not 

applied to all United Nations Agencies. It is through a bottom-up structure that 

the content or messages are also passed from interns, consultants and other 

staffs. At the UNHCR Thailand “we are in the same office. Actually we are 

friends. We have a team meeting every week for all officers to get news and 

updates. Or sometimes we just talk to each other about what happened” 

(Bhukittikul 2014). Social Media is a channel for all staff to be updated and 

informed about internal and external information.  

Managing Social Media in different Channels  

According to the interview with the UN agencies in Thailand. It showed that 

most organizations have their own social media channels. With Twitter and 

Facebook as commonalities. These two platforms require different materials 

when posting content. As Heamakarn Sricharatchanya,  UNICEF 

communication assistant mentioned, “we look at the nature of the channel. 

Instagram focuses on picture. Twitter is more informative, for example if we 

would like to post statistic showing infected HIV/AIDs people in Thailand. 

Facebook focuses on photos and text that are linked to landing text in another 

webpage…in each channel we will adapt the content to fit in each one.” 

(Sricharatchanya 2014).  Beatrice Frey from UN Women also indicated 

“Twitter is more text heavy than the others, though recently it has increased 

the focus on images as well. We try to post more and more images with our 

tweets, whenever possible. For Facebook, we post an image with every single 

post. We never just link to an article. Same for Google+ and LinkedIn. For 

Instagram, we only post images with little text” (Frey 2014). This requires 

communication officers to be well equipped with materials such photos and 

texts. In one of the keys ideas of communication Silvio Waisbord stated, is to 

have a “tool-kit” approach. Though this technique was demonstrated in the 

communication development field, but it can also be applied in digital 
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communication. In order to gain public attention multiple tools of 

communication should be applied. The campaign must choose suitable 

strategies and materials that fit with the different channels. “There are 

different techniques and strategies to apply in communication development. It 

is necessary that the campaign need to select appropriate strategy to tackle 

problems and conflicts in order to achievement improvement and solution” 

(Waisbord 2005) 

“Post 5-6 pm. is the most responsive time. You have to update yourself all the 

time. There are lots of researches about time. For UNHCR is after work. The 

thing is you have to test different time. Each times have different targets. For 

example after Thai Soap opera you will get another target….It is about testing 

and testing. There is no particular time or the best time. We are in the same 

office. Actually we are friends. We have team meeting every week for all 

officers to get all updates. Or sometime we just talked to each other about 

what happened” (Bhukittikul 2014) 

As most agencies has their own communication team, there are no particular 

staff who directly responsible for social media. Communication officers are 

responsible to do all the work both digital and traditional media. It is crucial 

that the organization should have to systematic control over social media 

channels. At the United Nations in Thailand, most of the organization do not 

have social media specialist to handle information as everything has been 

done by communication officers and all the decision of posting content is 

decided by a sole communication officers. Thus the organizations should find 

a specialist to handle social media channels in order to avoid misinterpretation 

of the audiences and to make sure that the communication department 

underlines same issue as the whole agency. This would lead to a more 

efficient advocacy.  

Handling Negative Comments  

Social media increase the interactivity with different actors such as among 

internal offices, public general and donors. The theme and dialogue has to be 

more strategically planned. There are some guidelines according to the 
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presentation of Brockhausen, Silke about Return on Engagement - How 

@UNDP measures social media effectiveness, "As a matter of principle, 

every member of secretariat may speak to the press, within limits: the officers 

are required and advocated to speak only within the area of competence and 

responsibility, also provide facts, not opinions or comments and leave 

sensitive issues to officials who are specifically authorized speak on them.” 

(Brockhausen, Social Media@UNDP 2013) The organization should remain 

neutrals the officers are not allowed to express personal opinions and 

comment. In addition, it develops brand familiarity, for example for the UNDP, 

on Facebook and Twitter there are different themes on the dialogues. 

Concerning the issue and the political situation in the country, as the result 

there are some negative comments for example “UNICEF has fact and 

information. Politic UNICEF should get involve. Children shouldn’t be a part of 

the demonstration in Thailand. UNICEF is neutral in politic” 

Date: January 28th, 2014  

“#UNICEF Thailand is extremely concerned about the number of students 

whose rights to an education have been affected by the on-going political 

crisis. The Ministry of Education reports that some 34 education facilities have 

been closed as a result of protests, affecting nearly 317,000 students and 

some 18,000 teachers. UNICEF urges all parties involved to respect the rights 

of all children to receive an education and to make every effort to ensure that 

schools remain open.” 

The message received 4050 reached and 53 likes and 41 shared. This post 

was the most engaged and popular during 3 months of my Facebook 

Observations. There were 3 comments saying “Students! we can start by 

telling your parents to stop protesting and begging them to think about your 

future.” (UNCT n.d.) “soon! Kids please be patient when you graduate you will 

not have to face evil problematic adults that create problems for society like 

me” (UNCT n.d.) “well if anyone dare telling your own parents please tell 

them. No one dare doing that!” (UNCT n.d.) 
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From the interview with Heamakarn, communication assistant at UNCIEF 

claimed, “UNICEF posted a concern message regarding children who 

participate the protest that it might not be safe for them. But people claimed 

and interpreted to another thing such as monarchy and political. With the 

nature of social media, that it is rapid communication. It is difficult to control. 

So we have to learn to handle negative comment. It takes a lot of time, 

sometimes there are inappropriate comments, we have to be fast enough to 

mornitor it.” (Sricharatchanya 2014) This is also related to the theory as 

mentioned in ANT, the actors’ behavior in the network as ANT is going to 

focus on how networks are connected, how the actual things come together 

as a result, and understand how it happens. ANT defines the actions and 

interactions between objects as a form of network packages, they are a 

unification of social orders, institutions that still gradually developed. They will 

not attain the final and complete operation. It is a stable and reproducing 

interactions that can also create the resistance against them as well. ( 

(Nikolova 2008). ANT explains that the creation of persistence among public 

conscious that though institution can advocate or raise awareness, but on the 

other hand it could create a controversial reaction. In this case it is about 

domestic issues such as political crisis that affect public’s miss-interpretation. 

It is crucial for the organization to be able to handle these negative comments 

in order to maintain a positive image of the brand.  

 

The characteristics and the themes in social media 

Hypothesis 3: The themes and characteristics in social media, sent by the 

United Nations have changed. It has to be more personalized, as receivers 

must perceive the message as if it were directed to them alone.  

As the transition of the new media, it has changed the characteristics and the 

dialogues communicating in the virtual sphere in which including on social 

media platform. With the two-way communication in the global organization 

like the United Nations staff are no longer trained to create and send 

messages, but also to be able to interact with audiences. They should have a 
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strategy for handling comments and opinions. “Public information agents of 

entitles like the United Nations are no longer trained only to produce 

messages, but also to develop the ability to interact with Internets” (Castilho 

2010 ). Moreover, it is difficult to develop the interactive dialogues and still 

maintain the existence and relevancy of the United Nations. (Keenapan 2014) 

1. The messages sent by organizations like the United Nations must 

contemplate both the need for personalization and the fact that they will 

be accessed by thousands of web users. Each receiver must perceive 

the message as if it were directed to him alone, even if the sender 

started with a global conception. (Castilho 2010 ) 

 

An interview with a Communication officer at UNICEF, Keenapan, Nattha, 

“comparing the dialogue that we use on press releases and Social Media. 

Social media is more informal and easy to understand. Normally we make it 

short and direct. Actually it is quite different because it is involved with the 

brand of UNICEF, it must be more informal and at the same time it must be 

relevant and maintain the organizational way of communicating” (Keenapan 

2014). For example: “children are bearing the brunt of the violence in Gaza 

and Israel since airstrikes began on 8 July. UNICEF is responding to the 

immediate humanitarian needs of children and their families. Read about 

UNICEF response in Gaza by visiting http://uni.cf/1rvhG6a© 

UNICEF/NYHQ2014-0908/El Baba “ (UNICEF Thailand 2014) “#UNICEF 

Thailand is extremely concerned about the number of students whose rights 

to an education have been affected by the on-going political crisis...” (UNCT 

n.d.). While on the official website, the dialogue is written more like a news 

article that mentions statistics and details (Keenapan and Thomas 2014).  

 

The messages produced by the United Nations are aimed at reaching 

massive groups of people. The use of dialogue tends to be more informal than 

on the official website. It is challenging to present the main idea in short 
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messages as the message is required to be short and attract audiences’ 

attention. “This has given rise to a new field of work for communicators, in as 

much as more of their time is dedicated to relating with social network users 

than to producing institutional messages.” (Castilho 2010 ) Because Internet 

and web users are still a minority compared to users of conventional media 

channels like newspaper, magazines, radio and television senders and 

outdoor ads, social networking has become a mandatory activity for 

communication teams alongside their conventional tasks.  

Engagement and Advocacy  

2.) Entities in general have a long experience in producing messages based 

on the principle of “one of many”. How can we create a new messaging style 

in which individualization also has an important place? (Castilho 2010 ) 

The organization must employ user-friendly solutions to reach audiences. 

Social Media works closely with audiences. It is crucial for the organization to 

engage a fan base and at the same time to build new fans through social 

media channels (Meranus, 2011). At the United Nations, there are goals and 

objectives in building fan base, “the aims are promoting child issues, 

strengthen the UNICEF Brand, promote the work of UNICEF and also to 

increase fans and followers and fund raising - this is quite important to 

increase donors.”  (Sricharatchanya 2014) All organizations have similar 

objectives in increasing the fan base and promoting their brands, they attempt 

to highlight specific campaigns on the same dashboards (Meranus, 2011),  

This lead to the question as posed above “How can we create a new 

messaging style in which individualization also has an important place?” As 

Silvio Waisbord mentioned, interpersonal communication and multimedia 

actions that Media channels and interpersonal communications should be 

merged. Media channels in this sense refer to all kinds of mass media, and 

interpersonal communication refers to information exchange throughout the 

media’s platform and virtual space. Social Media itself builds a sense of 

participation. Thus, it is the task of the organization to include audiences as 

they are part of the issues and make sure that they feel important. For 
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example at UNHCR, Suchada, a senior communication officer indicated, “you 

need to be audience centric. You have to think about your audience such as 

pictures of children, refugee and job posts. We will gain a fan base by 

knowing what they want and we response to them”. Thus, to create a new 

messaging style that responds to the importance of the individual, it is 

necessary to observe and analyze their behavior and interactivity in the social 

media channel.  

Freedom of Expression 

This transformed the traditional way that organizations communicated with 

outsiders. Communication becomes participatory. It changed from one-way 

communication to interactive communication as the example that when the 

organization is concern about particular issue according to the example are 

corruption and peace and security. “Participatory communication can be 

constructed as a channel of self-expression and self-management for self-

development”. (Gudykunst and Mody 2002) It changes the nature of 

communication from traditional top-down diffusion, to groundbreaking 

processes by including the voices of marginalized and underprivileged 

audiences. The communication process has become more flexible and open-

ended as opposed to goal-oriented. The goals have also become more 

subjective rather than objective, such as women’s empowerment instead of 

unwanted pregnancy prevention. 

“What are things that women should and should not do? This is the creativity 

of the memac Ogilvy&Mather from Dubai by using google search. More 

information about gender discrimination at http://owl.li/q21Vb #unwomen 

#womenshould” (UNCT n.d.) 

This post was translated into English, the original one was in Thai. The post 

reached 443 out of 33463 people and 10 shared the posting with a photo from 

iconic UNwomen picture. The United Nations agencies for example 

UNWOMEN has been an organization that underline gender equality issue. 

The post advocate free equal will of women who deserve equal treatment and 

freedom to express to behave like any other genders. It could be assumed 
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that peopel feel more invisible in the virtual sphere, they become more open 

to sharing information and opinions.. “The online platform is more than a tool, 

it is an environment of network. For the United Nations, the virtual sphere has 

changed the context of communication” (Castilho, 2010)  

Political Aspects 

It is crucial to constantly monitor and observe the interaction of audiences in 

the Social Media Channel. It is mass-communication. Therefore, staffs should 

strictly control it. It is very important to analyze the least and most popular 

themes, in order to measure the audience’s interest. “You need to be 

audience centric. You have to think about your audience. Pictures of children, 

refugee and job posts, We will gain our fans base” (Bhukittikul 2014) 

Hypothesis 4: The popularity in different themes was affected by the situation 

and environment in the communities. We must find out the popularity of 

different themes and explore the users’ behaviors  

In the United Nations Country team in Thailand, each agency has their main 

themes for their selling points. An example gleaned from a 3-month 

observation of Facebook insights at the United Nations Residence 

Coordinator (UNRC) office follows. The role of the agency is to coordinate the 

work of all UN agencies in Thailand. The result in Figure 1 showed that the 

most frequently posted message themes were Social Protection and Human 

Rights, followed by Peace and Security. On the other hand, themes with the 

longests life-time totals reached were Peace and Security, followed by Social 

Protection and Human Rights.  

This demonstrates the connection between the organization and the public. 

The interpretation could be that the audiences’ interest is influenced by the 

posted content. In the past 3 months, the organization focused on Peace and 

Security, which could stimulate peoples’ perception and increase awareness 

of the issue. This is also related to ANT theory, mentioned in the theoretical 

part, regarding the behavior of actors in the network. It explains how 

individuals form the network (Nikolova 2008) In this context this network is a 
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network that is formed by people who have the same interests on the same 

topic. The interest is formed by an interaction between the organization 

sending out messages on a daily basis and individuals as the consumers, 

consuming information. The media that led to the forming of the network 

society influenced the audiences. ANT aims on the  “study of heterogonous 

actors and their relationships” (Nikolova 2008)technically can be described as 

the study of material objects that influence human beings by observing its 

relationship and interactions. ““If they are interested in the issues they will 

comment on the post. But if some posts encourage people to click like they 

will come and click like on the post. “Normally we try to reply to all of the 

comments, at least we will like the comment showing that we acknowledge 

their comments. So some comment are not related to the post for example, 

political views. We will reply once and they might continue commenting. It is 

better to keep silence” (Sricharatchanya 2014). Thus, we can assume that 

audience’s attraction is being influenced by the frequency of the post, as the 

more frequent the posts the greater the interest generated from the public. It 

is crucial to increase visibility as the organization should be interactive in 

replying to people’s comment, and stimulating the issues to attract the 

audience’s attention.  

 

In addition, another assumption is that the popularity of themes is shaped by 

domestic situation in the Country. During the time of my observation, there 

was an ongoing political situation in Thailand. The anti-government 

demonstrations that were participated in by mainly urban and middle class 

protesters demanded that former Prime minister Yingluck Shinawatra resign. 

Her Party was accused of being run by her brother, former Thaksin 

Shinawatra (BBC, 2014). The demonstration broke out after Yingluck’s 

government attempted to introduce an Amnesty Bill to which the Human 

Rights Watch claimed that a blanket amnesty (ibid) would allow protestors 

and leaders to be unpunished for alleged abuse (Aljazeera 2013)This 

occurred from the demonstration in 2006 of Red-shirts known as the United 

Front for Democracy Against Dictatorship (UDD) (BBC, 2012), who supported 
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former PM Thaksin and protested against the government at the time, people 

were killed and buildings in financial districts were destroyed. Later when 

Yingluck, Thaksin’s sister, was elected, her party was trying to introduce the 

legislation into parliament that triggered the on-going demonstration.  

 

However, the United Nations attempted to present a neutral image that does 

not rely on any political side. Thus, Civilian’s Peace and Security has become 

the major concern of the organization at that time. There were messages on 

social media posting the concern over the situation from the UN Agencies,  

Date: January 28th, 2014  

#UNCT in Thailand, is concerned by the growing number of violent incidents 

and saddened by the loss of life and persons injured as a result of political 

confrontation, calls on all sides to renounce all forms of violence and 

encourages all parties to respect people’s freedom of peaceful assembly and 

expression, the right to “take part in the conduct of public affairs” and “to vote 

and be elected at genuine periodic elections”(UNCT, 2014)  

The message reached 1400 people. This post was the most engaged and 

popular during the 3 months of Facebook Observations. The messages 

indicate the concern over domestic Peace and Security in Thailand during the 

election in February. There were shootings and guy fires in different election 

stations. the United nations advised all parties to respect freedom of opinion. 

They interpreted that the organization would try to take sides. This reflects 

public response is highly reflected by the domestic condition. Peace and 

Security is a major concern in Bangkok, with it becoming the most engaged 

and interactive topic whether it is negative or positive. Another example 

mentioned in an interview with Nattha Keenapan from UNICEF outlined that “it 

depends on the situation at the moment. For example, there was news about 

a child who got raped and murdered on the train. That post gained a lot of 

popularity. So it is about the situation at that time” (Keenapan 2014). Silvio 

Waisbord stated that it is crucial to pay attention to the surrounding material 
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instead of individuals, as environments and its relationships and interactions 

with human beings have a big influence on the changes in community and 

social aspects and activities. In order to gain the more public response or 

stimulate the interactivity in the digital platform, we have to be able to relate 

the topic to the domestic issues.  

 

Concern over Corruption  

 

Another theme that is worth discussing is corruption. According to the 

observation of Facebook from December 2013 to February 2014, see from 

Figure 1 and Figure 2, the numbers of the total reach has followed 

accordingly. 

“We oppose Corruption!! #UNSG urged Governments, the private sector and 

civil society to take a collective stand against this complex social, political and 

economic disease that affects all countries. To achieve an equitable, inclusive 

and more prosperous future for all, we must foster a culture of integrity, 

transparency, accountability and good governance.” (UNCT n.d.)(Page, 43) 

UNCT Thailand’s message on December 8th, 2013 posted a concern about 

corruption in Thailand. The post collected the most likes and engagement of 

the month. It can be interpreted that corruption is an important issue in 

Thailand that has tremendous impact on Thai Politics, and with the current 

chaotic political situation people tended to pay attention. There were people 

who shared the post by adding the message “listen up to this” (UNCT n.d.) 

and shared the message. In spite of the least posted message, corruption 

attracted a numerous audience, as it gathered the most likes and engagement 

of the month in January. Though the organization has not employed or 

stimulated enough concern over the problem of corruption, people have 

already paid attention to the issue. Ironically, the post about corruption was 

one of the least post during the observation. (See figure. 1 in page. 49) the 
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United Nations could put more emphasis regarding the concern over 

corruption in which is the issue that everyone should pay attention.  

Another aspect can be Corruption gathered one of the least reach during the 

observation. (See figure. 2 page. 50) the interest of the public is affected by 

the frequency of the post. The more emphasis on the issues the more people 

will become more interested in the topic. Thus, if the organization is able to 

respond to demand, it will be successful in raising awareness in corruption 

issue and it will be another instrument for increasing the recognition of the 

brand.  

As the result of the Facebook observation of the number of post produced 

from the UNCT and the life time total reach of each post, including number of 

likes and engagement, (see figure 1 and 2 page. 49-50)) the result shows the 

public engagement is affected by the frequency of post. The more messages 

that are produced on Facebook, the more engagement and interactivity 

between the audience and the organization is established. Silke Brockhausen 

stated Social Network enhance partnership and dialogues. Interactivity is 

being created such as internal offices, public general and donors. 

(Brockhausen, GCC Social Media Summit for Governments 2013) 

 

Social Media for Fundraising  

As discussed about the interaction between organization and audiences, 

social media has become very useful in raising funds. The social media tool 

that delivers the greatest fundraising success is Facebook Causes, which 

empowers public and donors to mobilize their social networks to benefit the 

organization (Schipul 2010,). Social Media and Fundraising has become a 

powerful tool to gain more supports and new donors, according to the 

interview with Bhukittikul, Suchada stated that during the Typhoon disaster in 

the Philippines, only one Facebook post managed to gain 50,000 baht 

donation. (Bhukittikul 2014). As Paula Pearce, Chief of fundraising in UNICEF 

Thailand mentioned in the presentation, “The Pillars of Successful Resources 
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Mobilizatio (Pearce 2014)n from Unicef perspective” at the UNDP country 

office workshop in Bangkok, “Today there are new ways of fundraising, social 

media is one of the innovative focuses on more developing new ways.” Social 

Media is a completely new income stream.  In order to acquire successful 

fundraising progress the three following questions must be answered:  

 

1.) What do they need money for? 

Ed Schioul mentioned that the organization should come up with the causes. 

The UN agencies have different causes of selling (find the detail on Chapter 

6: Findings) themes are divided into 10 themes, Access to Information, 

Corruption, HIV/AIDs, Gender Equality, Peace&Security, Climate Change, 

Migration, Education, Social Protection & Human Rights, and others. 

Heamakarn stated that all the UN agencies have their causes to claim from 

general public, it is the organization’s challenge to come with the strategies to 

attract donors. For UNHCR it is about Human Rights in Refugee and Social 

Protection and Migration. The UNICEF is about Children and UN Women is 

about gender equality. However, in different issues there are connections 

between them. According to the interview, it takes time for public to be 

concerned about the issues. “With the brand of UNICEF it is not that easy as 

most of our works are about child rights and child abuse in which among 

youth in Thailand might not think it is that interesting for them” 

(Sricharatchanya 2014)In another example, public attention towards refugees 

is another difficult topic as the society tends to have a negative image while 

the UNHCR attempts to construct better images. “Refugee is very sensitive 
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course. They are the burden. Our supporters on Facebook are our most 

affective one. It is the easiest way. The image of refugee in Thailand is very 

negative, among Thai people. They think that they tend to make trouble in 

society. We are trying to change that”. (Bhukittikul 2014) 

Thus, the organization should offer communication by firming up the 

teamwork. For example, creating a pilot project on social media channel to 

make people notice, if there is an event that we have planned in advance so 

we will have a duration to post about particular topic. During the Haiyan 

disaster, we will try to find interesting information and facts to support the 

evidence” (Sricharatchanya 2014). In order to sell causes, which means show 

the audience what they use money for, Social Media allows organization to 

increase the work’s visibility to public, as people recognize causes, they 

become followers and donors.  

 

2.) Who is going to give to you? 

 

For fundraising, it is very common for the UN agencies to hire private sector 

entities to work closely with the organization’s officers as commonly applied in 

UNHCR and UNICEF in Thailand (Bhukittikul and Sricharatchanya, 2014). “It 

is popular among non-profit organizations including UNHCR to hire a private 

sector to work together with the organization. The organization has a separate 

fund raising team that work closely with the UN staff.” (Bhukittikul 2014)This 

private sector entity is directly responsible for the funding donors, who are 

from cooperates, trust and funds, community funding and direct marketing 

(Pearce 2014).  

These donors require planned methods to reach out the communication and 

mobility to different type of donors. For example, at UNHCR, there are “soft 

ark” where people can see the information and provide a link that lead to 

another page that asks for donation. “Hard ark” is the post that forms the 
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request for direct donation, “people who follow us on social media means they 

also like our work. So we need to get possibly maximum fan pages followers 

and supporters. So we call it the “leak conversion” the first one is you ask 

them for conversion at once on your platform for example the soft ark which 

means when you post something on social media. The users will see a link 

that lead to information about the issue that will persuade users to donate 

their money in which can be seen on the same page. So funding is not asked 

for directly. Hard Ark is when you ask people to donate directly on the post for 

example for Syrian Refugee, people donated money directly from the post” 

(Bhukittikul 2014). Another one is “Leak Conversion, you get their email 

address like petition. The information will be send to the database and then 

you call or email them afterward…The most effective is the leak conversion. 

But it takes time and money. You have to build the database. It’s like calling 

people who know you already”(ibid). As a result, of consistent social media 

online out-reach, although one time communication can raise funds, “the Syria 

situation that fee 2 millions people. UNHCR is the most active and work for 

Syrian refugee. We used Facebook to raise funds, just once that I posted on 

Facebook I gained 20,000 Baht. So altogether that was the most valuable” 

(Bhukittikul 2014). “The most popular themes is violence against child and 

women after this incidence that a child got raped and murdered on the train. 

We received more than 1000 likes” (Sricharatchanya 2014). Social media is 

an effective and easy instrument to convey new donors that require strategic 

planning in the organization, the causes must be noticed that will lead to 

increase of followers and finally they will become the donors.  

3.) How do you make sure the money keeps on coming? 

Another question raised when you are able to find donors, is that it is critical to 

maintain the relationship. How do you keep donors and supporters coming? 

Silvio Waisbord indicated in one of the Five Key Ideas is to understand the 

behavioral transition of the existing actors. To sustain the number of donors, 

Paula Pease indicated that it is important to keep donors satisfied, such as 

putting them in the spotlight, the audience has to be the center of the attention 

(Bhukittikul 2014). For example sending them thank you cards regularly and 
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also giving them credit in on-going campaigns. Also conducting surveys to get 

feedback is another tactic. Instead of asking for donations, the organization 

can ask for non-financial support, asking donors for opinions. Donors can feel 

that they are a part of the organization (Pearce 2014). 

 

In conclusion of this part of the research, we can respond to hypothesis no. 2 

on the themes and characteristics in Social Media Channel differing to 

traditional media; it has to be more personalized, as receivers must perceive 

the message as if it were directed to them alone. As discussed in different 

themes including, engagement and advocacy, freedom of expression, politics 

and fundraising, through Social Media, the language is supposed to be more 

personal. On the other hand, it has to maintain some official sense in order to 

sustain organizational credibility and relevancy. Thus, the organization must 

be audience centric and analyze the audiences’ behavior.  

Secondly in hypothesis no. 3, domestic issues affect the popularity in different 

themes. According to the concern over the political situation and corruption in 

Thailand, these topics are the most more attractive one among the audiences. 

This is due to the current environment in the country. Thus, it is vital for 

organization to under the current policy in domestic issues; this could be a 

tool to gain popularity on social media channels.  
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 
!
I would like to mention 2 methods that were applied in my studies. The first 

one was qualitative method, gathered from my four interviews with 

communication officers from the United Nations in Thailand and the United 

Nations Country Team Facebook channel. I have investigated certain role of 

social media such as the strategies, the interaction between the agencies and 

the audiences, the themes and characteristics and the target audiences. 

These factors effect the reputation of the organization gaining from the 

adoption of Social Media. Secondly from the quantitative methods, I used 

content analysis to explore the popularities in different themes of Facebook 

message send by the organization. I have investigated what are the major 

influences that affect the popularity of the themes.  

 

To conclude my thesis, I would like to apply my sub thesis questions to 

examine and investigate my 4 hypotheses.  

Hypothesis 1: The adoption of social media enhances the reputation and 

image of the United Nations  

Why do Non-profit Organizations use Social Media to promote gain public 

recognition? How?  

According to the interviews, social media has enhanced the reputation of the 

organization. As Castells claimed that the virtual sphere or the new media has 

established a network society that emphasize “the relentless effort”(Castells, 

2009:36). It eliminate the distance of time, the information no longer travel 

through the space of time. Also in the digital world, the communication pattern 

become participatory, called  ‘Participatory communication’ Mody claims 

“participatory communication can be constructed as a channel of self-

expression and self-management for self-development”. It changes the way of 

communication from traditional top-down diffusion to ground- breaking 

process by including the voices of the marginalized and underprivileged 

audiences. Therefore in social network, the interpersonal communication 
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occurs spontaneously to reach all actors that have an access to the same 

network. For the United Nations, it increases the visibility of the organization, 

at the same time the shared information is contributed to resource 

mobilization that feeds back into its work on the ground. (Frey. 2014) Social 

Media also transformed the structure of communication, for the first time that 

social media provide the platform for individuals the make their voices heard, 

which power was being transferred from top-down and bottom-up to horizontal 

approaches. The centrality of power has changed, John L Woods, every actor 

can be a part of communication interaction and experience the transformation 

of the communication process as all actors are more connected to each other. 

It increases accountability and transparency. The work and role of United 

Nations has been recognized not only at the international level also at the 

local level. Horizontally all level of community become more connected than 

ever though social media. 

Hypothesis 2: The organization should have more systematic control in Social 

Media Channels as it is risky of misinterpretation. The information should be 

monitored strictly.  

What are the communication strategies that non-profit organizations apply in 

social networks? 

The agency is trying to engage with other departments, and even encourage 

all staff to be apart of communication progress but it has not yet been done 

systematically. There are no systematic screening tools to monitor the content 

in social media channels.  

In order to plan social media strategy, it is crucial to acknowledge The 

concept of the centrality of the power Silvio claimed, the institution should 

present the objectives to reach the audiences, in this sense an international 

level, (Waisbord, 2005: 78). As different UN agencies have its own selling 

issues to audiences, they still have not yet accomplished certain followers and 

fan pages to enlarge followers and audiences; the organization is lack of 

concrete strategies to handle the interaction via social media channel. As 
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most agencies has their own communication team, there are no particular 

staff who directly responsible for social media. Communication officers are 

responsible to do all the work both digital and traditional media. It is crucial 

that the organization should have to systematic control over social media 

channels. At the United Nations in Thailand, most of the organization do not 

have social media specialist to handle information as everything has been 

done by communication officers and all the decision of posting content is 

decided by a sole communication officers.. Thus the organizations should find 

a specialist to handle social media channels in order to avoid misinterpretation 

of the audiences and to make sure that the communication department 

underlines same issue as the whole agency. This would lead to a more 

efficient advocacy.  

Moreover, there is lack coordination between the departments, although there 

is a plan to put more engagement to the staffs within internal and external 

department in the United Nations in Thailand. the united should come up with 

a suitable and concrete communication strategies to obtain objectives in 

different issues. In addition in order to gain public attention, there are multiple 

tools of communication should be applied. The campaign must choose 

suitable strategies and materials that fit with the different channels (Waisbord, 

2005: 79). On different social media channels such Facebook, Twitter and 

Instragram, officers should be able to apply suitable tools as different 

channels are required different methods.  

Hypothesis 3: The themes and characteristics in social media, sent by the 

United Nations have changed. It has to be more personalized, as receivers 

must perceive the message as if it were directed to them alone.  

How do dialogues and themes transform in traditional media channels and 

social media channels?  

The messages sent by organizations like the United Nations must 

contemplate both the need for personalization and the fact that they will be 

accessed by thousands of web users. Each receiver must perceive the 
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message as if it were directed to him alone, even if the sender started with a 

global conception. (Castilho, 2014) however it is difficult to adapt a suitable 

content sending through social media channels. Social Media itself builds a 

sense of participation. It is the task of the organization to include audiences as 

they are part of the issues and make sure that they feel important.  

Hypothesis 4: The popularity of different themes is affected by the situation 

and environment in the communities. We must find out the popularity of 

different themes and explore the users’ behaviors  

What are the dialogues or messages applying through social media 

channels? What are the target audiences?  

The dialogues and themes present the work of the agency as a whole. The 

agencies have different selling themes and issues need to be advocated. 

Most of the target audiences are a group of youth who are more active on 

social media channels. Organizations must apply the user-friendly solution, as 

the content must be clear and have a well-round method to handle comments 

from followers and donors. audience’s attraction is being influenced by the 

frequency of the post, as the more frequent the posts the greater the interest 

generated from the public. It is crucial to increase visibility, as the organization 

should be interactive in replying to people’s comment, and stimulating the 

issues to attract the audience’s attention. Moreover, to defy the popularity of 

the themes, it depends on the on-going domestic issues at that time. It is 

important to notice to focus the trend of society at that time and apply that 

trend to the content of social media.  

In conclusion, social media is a significant channel that non-profit 

organizations should closely pay attention, it is one of cheapest instrument to 

gain recognition and aids from public and donors. At the United Nations, there 

is lack of specialists of efficient methods to monitors audiences’ behavior. As 

different social media channels are required different methods to enhance 

popularity of the page. The content should be adapted to be more 
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personalized and at the same time maintain the sense of official concern. This 

could lead to the enhancement of the organizational images.  
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Chapter 8: Future Studies  

There are several areas from my research that are related to my studies,  

Now days there are different tools and software to monitor and analyze social 

media channels. Ones can apply the data from the software and analyze the 

trends and changing behavior of audiences in order to response to followers’ 

demand.  

Also the way of the content construction of social media are different from 

traditional media; ones can develop a new theory to construct effective social 

media content. It is possible comparative method to investigate the feedback 

of traditional media and social media and explore the differences.  

As social media is a powerful channel to gather emergency aid as I described 

in the fund raising part. One should experience the further capability of social 

media in another level such as an online partition. At the United Nations, there 

are some successful researches that can turn out to be a new partition or 

influence in decision-making process. In the future social media can be a 

channel that lead to an online partition that interested individuals can be a part 

of decision-making process.  Therefore organizations should prepare 

platforms and strategies to gain more engagement from government and 

civilians in order to enhance to power of concerned issues. This later may 

lead to an agreed partition that could transmit to a concrete policy.  

Lastly In the digital environment organizations are much more exposed to 

public questioning due to online interactivity. In this context governance 

depends more on consensus among stakeholders than on vertical and 

centralized decisions. Consensus becomes the expression of interactivity 

between social network participants. Thus many more synergies exist 

between the web and UN than most people imagine. Considering the web’s 

role in creating conditions for global governance capable of complementing 

the actions of national states, this relationship is worth exploring in the future.  
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Interviews conducted by Sinta Panyam about “Communication and 
Social Media in the United Nations”  
 

Respondent #1: Beatrice Frey 
Position: Social Media Specialist  
Organization: UN Women 
Length: 45:00 mins 
 

 
1. How do Non-profit Organization use Social Media to promote gain public 

recognition? 
 
Non-profits use social media 1) as an additional channel of information; 2) for 
engagement; 3) for advocacy; and 4) for fundraising.  
 
We use social media to bring awareness to the many initiatives and campaigns that 
we work on so people are informed and can support the causes. We also want to 
increase the visibility of our work and the organization to ultimately contribute to 
resource mobilization, which feeds back into our work on the ground.  
 
 

2. Why non-profit organization use social media as a channel to reach the 
community?  

 
All of our content is housed on our UN Women website, which is our content hub. 
That being said, people don’t automatically come to our website to access this 
information, so we have to “go where the people are” and spread our content out on 
the different platforms.  
 
Social media also allows the public to respond and engage with our content. It allows 
them to voice support for our causes in a way that doesn’t require a huge effort from 
them.  
 
 

3. What are the dialogues or messages applying through social media 
channels? What are the themes and characteristics?  

 
Our social media conversations are focused on women’s empowerment and the 
different issues that drive or hinder gender equality.  
 
 

4. How does the adoption of social media change communication strategy and 
themes of the organization? 5. What are the communication strategies that 
non-profit organization apply in social networks  

 
Social media lets us disseminate information and announcements more instantly, as 
opposed to drafting and distributing press releases or emails. Our social platforms 
are seen as being the voice of the organization.   
Social media outreach shouldn’t operate in a silo, but be fully in line with and 
integrated into the overall communications strategy. The communications plan has to 
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be adapted to allow for digital content that works well on social media, and allocate 
relevant resources.  
 
 
 

6. How do you use social media?  
 
We use social media to share information on pressing gender equality issues, to 
engage with our audiences by giving them the opportunity to share their thoughts 
and opinions, as well as for advocacy. Social media platforms allow us to 
disseminate information in a multitude of ways, including photos, videos, 
infographics, and such.  
 
We use social media to bring awareness to the many initiatives and campaigns that 
we work on so people are informed and can support the causes. We also want to 
increase the visibility of our work and the organization to ultimately contribute to 
resource mobilization, which feeds back into our work on the ground.  
 
 

7. What are the target audiences? 
 
Our main target audiences are the general public, government and private sector 
donors (to support resource mobilization), activists and non-profit organizations. 
 
 

8. What should the organizations aim to achieve with social media? 
 
To provide information, engage audiences across platforms, and increase awareness 
on the issues of gender inequality.  

 

9. How does social media enhance the organization’s reputation  

Social media increases transparency about our organization and our work. 
Engagement and responsiveness also positively impact the reputation. 

  

10. Who approves the content before it’s published? 

The Social Media Manager approved all content for the global platforms. For regional 
and national accounts, the Regional or National Communications Officer approves 
and posts content themselves.  

 

11. How many departments or divisions will be contributing content? 

We share content from all divisions as relevant, as well as from other UN agencies 
and organizations. Messages are mainly drafted by interns and consultants, and 
approved by the Social Media Manager.  
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12. How do you engage and communicate with the various departments? 

We encourage all sections to contribute social media content (text and images) on a 
regular basis, and hold training sessions to empower them. They contribute content 
via email.  

 

13. Does a distinctive goal for the content exist? 

The goal of the content is to speak to the audience very and to be shared widely. 
This mostly applies to posts that are VISUAL, TIMELY and PERSONAL. 

 

14. How will you prioritize content from one department or division over the next? 

We post all good and relevant content on gender equality and women’s 
empowerment from our different divisions/sections. Prioritizing would only apply if 
content is time sensitive.   
 

15. What types of content should you post on which social platforms? 

Twitter is more text heavy than the others, though since recently increases the focus 
on images as well. We try to post more and more images with our tweets, whenever 
possible. For Facebook, we post an image with every single post. We never just link 
to an article. Same for Google+ and LinkedIn. For Instagram, we only post images 
with little text. 

 

16. What are the themes? How can you convert social-media followers into 
donors? 

Themes are anything related to women’s empowerment and gender equality, e.g. 
violence against women, women’s political participation, women’s economic 
empowerment, peace & security and more.  

We do not focus on individual donations, so this is not as relevant. Our overall social 
media work should increase our visibility and therefore support resource mobilization 
(=fundraising) from governments. 

 

17. What do you primarily want to use social for? Awareness? Sales? Loyalty and 
retention? 

1) Information sharing; 2) Engagement; 3) Advocacy 
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18. Who will be responsible for providing content and on how many platforms? 

 
The social media team lead by the Social Media Manager is responsible for 
disseminating information. We currently have 37 accounts in 7 different languages 
across social platforms.  

19. Who should set up and maintain my company's social media accounts? 

The Social Media Manager has to review and approve social media plans and 
handles the organization’s accounts.  

20.  Should the organization have a presence on all of the popular social-media 
networks?  

If there is a clear purpose, audience and strategy for having a social media presence, 
then yes. It isn’t useful to create an account just for the sake of having it. Also, 
capacity to maintain it needs to be ensured.  

21. What are the best social networks? 

This depends on what type of content you are sharing, who your target audience is, 
what your objectives are, which region you are in etc.  

22. How often should you post new content on my social networks? 

This depends case-by-case and differs for each platform.  

23. How can you measure the success of my social-media marketing efforts?  

There are many engagement metrics to track the success of a post, such as likes, 
shares, comments, retweets, reach and clicks. There are different tools for different 
platforms.  

24. What is the biggest mistake to avoid? What are you the conflicts  

For us, post something controversial or against a government.  

 
Respondent #2: Heamakarn Sricharatchanya,  
Position: Senior Communication Assistant’ 
Organization: UNICEF 
Length: 50:00 minutes 
 

 
1. How do Non-profit Organization use Social Media to promote in order to gain 

public recognition? 
 

“the main channel on social media is Facebook, twitter and Instagram that has just 
started. Lastly official website has existed before.“we have just launched mixed 
report about office priorities such as the situation of women and children in Thailand. 
We will promote it on social media that we tend to get the information in advance. But 
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in some occasion that we do not have an advance notification, we will look at the 
context in local and international level. For instance recently there was a case about 
a 13-year old girl that was raped and murdered on the train. So we took the news to 
raise awareness against violence in women and children by showing the international 
and local statistic rape and murder rate 

 
 

2. Why non-profit organization use social media as a channel to reach the 
community?  
 

“We started from traditional media such as newspaper, feature stories. As we all 
know that social media has a rapid growth in media that a lot of sectors applying in 
communication strategy to reach the audiences and public. If we do not use it we will 
miss this opportunity” 

 
3. What are the dialogues or messages applying through social media 

channels? What are the themes and characteristics?  
 
“We look at the nature of the channel. Instagram focuses on picture. Twitter is more 
informative such as at the moment how many people is infected by HIV. Facebook 
focuses on Photo and text that are linked to landing text, in each channel we will 
adopt the content to fit in each one.  
 
“Themes, if there is an event that we have planned in advance.so we will post each 
topic for particular time. For example Haiyen Strom. Or we will try to find interesting 
information and facts about the organization”  
 
“Previously we promoted an issue about children with disability. And recently it was 
about child abuse. We showed the statistic of rape. Our work with FIFA and UNICEF 
working with athelic equipment  
 

 
4. What are the target audiences? 

“Our target Audiences are people between 20 – 55 year old. We aim to youth and 
adults with the hope that they have become future donors.” 
 
“With the brand of UNICEF it is not that easy as most of our works are about child 
rights and child abuse in which among youth in Thailand might not think it is that 
interesting for them.” 
 

5. What should the organizations aim to achieve with social media?s 
 
“Goals, set more fan page and followers , the aims are promoting children issue, 
strengthen UNICEF Brand, promoting the work of UNICEF and also to increase fans 
and followers and fund raising that is quite important to increase donors. 

6. What do you want social media to do for your organization? 

“Recruite new Donors “ 

7. How does social media enhance the organization’s reputation  
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“Before people did not really know the role of the organization. UNICEF is just a 
international organization. Personally social media decrease the gap between 
organization and public general, so they have correct understating regarding the role 
of UNICEF. It is a two-way communication, it increase people’s interaction with the 
organization. Social media strengthen brand and promote the work of UNICEF”  

“Though there are some faults. For example during the protest in Bangkok. UNICEF 
post a concern message regarding children who participate the protest that it might 
not be safe for them. But people claimed and interpreted to another thing such as 
monarchy and political. With the nature of social media, that it is rapid 
communication. It is difficult to control. So we have to learn to handle negative 
comment. It takes a lot of time, sometimes there are imappropriate comments, we 
have to be fast enough to mornitor it.”  

Who approves the content before it’s published?  

“it is my responsibility”  

8. How many departments or divisions will be contributing content? 

“I am the only one who is responsible on social. I mostly handle everything. But if 
there is sensitive and concerning content I normally consult with my communication 
chief. Mostly how to handle or reply comments.”  

9. How do you engage and communicate with the various departments? 

“So far before we did not engage with any other department. But I try to engage with 
other department in particular issues. We encourage staffs to use social media for 
example officers assigned to attend press releases should forward the information 
about that particular events to me. And then I will post on Social. In the future, 
everyone might be able to post the information themselves.” 

10. Does a distinctive goal for the content exist? 

“Yes, it does”  

11. How will you prioritize content from one department or division over the next? 

“We try to post content everyday, mostly during weekdays at least one post. But in 
general 2 posts” 

12. What types of content should you post on which social platforms? 

Post according to Themes  

13. How can you convert social-media followers into donors? 

“Online channel works partly, but we still rely on face to face communication.  

“We try to increase fans and followers and educated people about work of UNICEF. 
When the time comes we hope that they become our followers. Sometime when they 
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heard about the new, they even come to us and ask for donation.We are working on 
micro site creating online donators? 

14. What is the biggest mistake to avoid? What are you the conflicts? How do 
you handle negative comment?  

“Unicef has fact and information. Politic Unicef should get involve. Children shouldn’t 
be a part of the demonstration in Thailand. Unicef is neutral in politic” 

“For example, they receive a complaint from people about misbehavior of fundraiser 
staff, we will take it into account. We try to address every issues. For example 
complaining about anti-government, we will reply once”  

Measure the Impact   

1. How is your audience sharing the content?  

“if they are interested in the issues they will comment on the post. But some posts 
encourage people to click likes they will come and click like the post.  

“Normally we try to reply all the comments, at least we will like the comment showing 
that we acknowledge their comments. So some comment are not related to the post 
for example, political views. We will reply once and they might continue commenting. 
It is better to keep silence”  

2. Are our tweets being retweeted and by whom, are people marking our tweets 
as favorites ? 

Yes, our followers  

3. Are people replying to our posts and tweets? 

Yes  

4. Are people posting on our wall and commenting on our posts? 

Yes  

5. Is our audience clicking on the links? Are our links spreading organically? 

Yes, if they are interested in the issues.  

6. Are we listening to what our audiences is saying? 

Yes, we are if it is related to our work.  

7. Are people downloading our documents? Do they attend your virtual events? 
your our audience responding to our call to action? 

Yes  

8. Are you feeding the voices of our audience into decision-making process? 
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“We have not reached that level yet.”  

 

Respondant# 3: Nattha Keenapan 
Positon: Senior Communication for UNICEF  
Organization: UNICEF  
Length: 25 minutes 
 

1. How do Non-profit Organization use Social Media to promote gain public 
recognition? 

 
“Social Media is a popular tool in Thailand because there are a lot of people using 
social media now days. We have Facebook, Twitter and Instragram. So it is a 
significant channel for us to reach public audience about Children in Thailand and 
raise awareness about many issues, violence in family and children.  

 
2. What are the dialogues or messages applying through social media 

channels? What are the themes and characteristics 
 
“Actually it covers everything about our work in Unicef. For example, recently we 
organized press release about there are 3 millions in Thailand that they are not 
staying with their families because their parents have to work in another cities. This 
issue has been released in our social media channel that highly gained attention 
from public audiences that increased interactivities between the organization and the 
audiences. “Actually it involves every issue that Unicef is working on such as 
violence againstchildren, HIV, education etc.” 

 
 
 

3. What are the dialogues or messages applying through social media 
channels? What are the themes and characteristics?  
 

“Comparing with dialogue that we use on press release and Social Media. On Social 
media is more informal and easy to understand. Normally we make it short and 
direct. Actually it is quite different because it is involved with the brand of Unicef, It 
must be more informal and at the same time it must be relevant and maintain the 
organizational way of communicating”  

 
Are there any hashtags?  
“we organized blogger trip, so we created a hashtags for that events. So we have 
created some hashtags for a particular events. But normally we usually use UNICEF 
TH 

 
4. What should the organizations aim to achieve with social media? 

 
“There are goals, we set up numbers for fan pages and followers and groups of 
people such among youth, we would like youth to be more engaged.  

 
5. How do you handle Negative comments?  

“we base on face and aim of the organization. For example during the political 
demonstration that we would like the protest area to be non-children area. As Unicef 
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is neutral in politic , so we maintain it is the concern over children and we are not 
taking any side “  

6. How does social media enhance the organization’s reputation  

“Social media is a channel for all individuals. It is a two way communication. It is 
easier to engage with people.it is an important channel for Unicef” 

7. what are the key influences  to The popularity of Themes? 
 

“well it depends on the situation at the moment. For example, there was a news 
about a child who got raped and murdered on the train. That post gained a lot of 
popularity. So it is about the situation at that time.  
Are there any future social media strategies?  

“of course, in the future, social media can mobilize support from public. Also signing 
partition can be a tool to raise awareness amoung public which it possibly leads to 
decision-making progress.  
Are there any suggestions for social media strategy in the organization?  

“at Unicef , we don’t have any officer who is responsible directly in social media 
channel. We are hiring an officer who will be taking care of this. “  
 
 
 
Respondent# 4: Suchada Bhukittikil  
Position: Senior Communication officer for Private sector fund raising  
Organization: UNHCR 
Length: 40 Minutes  

1. What should the organizations aim to achieve with social media? 

“of course, everything we do we must have a goal and we have French mark that we 
have to achieve it. Basically we have many measurement tools for example 
Tweetdesk, Hootsuite to monitor, Facebook insight and also we have Google 
analytic. Because we use social media to support the online donation as well”  

“The Facebook has responded more feedback than Twitter. Facebook is not so 
active so ark and hard ark, it depends on the suitable at that time. The content is very 
important. Thailand for charity is not that much.  People tend to be more interested in 
pictures and contents “ 

2. What do you want social media to do for your organization? 

“We would like to apply the social media to raise awareness for UNHCR and also to 
raise fund. During the state that we are doing now is about raising awareness. 
Definitely we would like to apply to raise fund for UNHCR”  

“Example, the Syria situation that fee 2 millions people. UNHCR is the most active 
and work for Syrian refugee. We used facebook to raise fund, just once that I posted 
on facebook I gained 20,000 Baht. So altogether that was the most valuable.” 
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“You need to be audience centric. You have to think about your audience. Pictures of 
children, refugees and job posts. We will gain our fans from many 

“Post 5-6 pm. is the most responsive time. You have update yourself all the time. 
There are a lot of research about time. For UNHCR is after work. The thing is you 
have to test different time. Each times have different targets. For example after Thai 
Soup opera you will get another target. It is about testing and testing. There is no 
particular time or the best time.? 

3. How does social media enhance the organization’s reputation  

“It has been changed since we have private sector fund raising, not just only social 
media. We have fundraisers who support us as well we go to the public. Social 
media raising trust and reputation when we talk to people face to face as they can 
check information about the organization online both on the official website and 
Facebook. Their work is real and more transparent. Before Thai people did not know 
about UNHCR but now they know about our work. Also we have the film festival to 
support us. People who went to see the film they know about Refugee”  

“I work closely with an outsource company that is responsible for fundraising. It is 
very successful they have worked with us for 5 years and increased new donors”  

4. Who approves the content before it’s published? 

“Sometime we have the content from the head quarters. For refugee we have 
themes and around the world we have to global trends, the video for world refugee 
day to get the massive impact around the world and post on social”  

“The content is around us, recently Angelina Jolie promoted with the Queen of The 
United Kingdom. “ 

5. How many departments or divisions will be contributing content? 

“In Thailand we don’t have a PR person we work together with public Information 
department and Private Sector Fundraising department (PRF). If it is about media we 
have to work closely with every team such as Refugee teams. All departments 
should be informed about news and updates?  

6. How do you engage and communicate with the various departments? 

“we are in the same office. Actually we are friends. We have team meeting every 
week for all officers to get all updates. Or sometime we just talked to each other 
about what happened”  

7. Does a distinctive goal for the content exist? 

Yes  

8. How will you prioritize content from one department or division over the 
next? 
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“You have to see the trend. Actually we should have a weekly plan from Monday to 
Friday in order to see the structure. During the politic, United Nations is the non-
political organization. We should not post about sensitive issue  

9. What types of content should you post on which social platforms? 

“TWITTER NEWS AND SHOT MESSAGE  

“FACEBOOK you can post it longer you can add more explanation and stories ,  

“INSTRAGRAMS is just about photo’s description” 

“Our work to protect refugee, secondly our refugee stories, third it is about fund 
raising team 

10. What are the themes? How can you convert social-media followers into 
donors? 

“People who follow us on social media means they also like our work. So we need to 
get possibly maximum fan pages followers and supporters. So we call it the “leak 
conversion” the first one is you ask them for conversion at once on your platform for 
example the soft ark which means when you post something on social media. The 
users will see link that lead to information about the issue that will persuade users to 
donate their money in which can be seen on the same page. So we did not ask 
directly. Hard Ark is when you asked people to donate directly on the post for 
example for Syrian Refugees; people donated money directly from the post.  

“Leak Conversion, you get their email address like petition. The information will be 
send to the database and then you call or email them afterward.” 

“The most effective is the leak conversion. It takes time and money. You have to 
build the database. It’s like you call people who know you already. “ 

11. What do you primarily want to use social for? Awareness? Sales? Loyalty 
and retention? 

“Raising awareness and fundraising. Build the database and do the conversion. “ 

12. Who will be responsible for providing content and on how many 
platforms? 

“I am responsible for everything” 
“the growth is 20-30 likes per days”  “Refugee is very sensitive course. They are the 
burden. Our supporters on Facebook are our most affective one. It is the easiest 
way, every organization has their selling point. The image of refugee in Thailand is 
very negative, among Thai people. They think that they tend to make trouble in 
society. We are trying to change that”  

13. How can you measure the success of my social-media marketing efforts?  

“KIP you need to post once a day. The measurements are likes, fan pages. Average. 
Another one is the return of investment (ROI) . UNHCR is the KIP and the likes, 
supporters, shares, reaches.  
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14. What is the biggest mistake to avoid? What are you the conflicts  

“You have to be conscious when you post when you post. The political views of your 
own, the sensitive refugee issues. The pictures that are posted is already been 
granted from refugees they do not want to violate their rights. We have to send the 
consent letter to them.”  

“One time it was our staff has been killed in the field. We received an email from the 
head quarters. I posted it on Twitter in order to get condolences from public. But I got 
an order to delete the post from the head quarter that it is for internal use only. 
Basically everything is learning by doing 

!
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Appendix(
Post Message Posted Reach 
ร่วมถ่ายรูป #selfie แล้ว tag #MyWFPSelfie เด็ก ๆ ในโรงเรียนจะได้รับเงิน $5 
เพ่ือเป็นค่าอาหารเดือนหน้า   Picture this! Posting a photo today will give a 
kid school meals for the next month. Just tag your #selfie 
#MyWFPSelfie and $5 goes to World Food Programme #WFP 2/27/14 1039
From Despair to Hope: A UNDP short film,Thailand.  the story of 
Apiwat, a man living with HIV, it is a glimpse into the stigma and 
discrimination people in Thailand and around the world face--both at 
home, work, school, or in their communities. #UNDP #UNAIDS  
#ZEROHIV  Filmhttp://vimeo.com/74907281 2/26/14 218
อะไรคือส่ิงที่ผู้หญิง "ควร" ทำ ? อะไรคือส่ิงที่ผู้หญิง "ไม่ควร" ทำ? 
นี่เป็นพลังความคิดสร้างสรรค์ของ 
the Memac Ogilvy & Mather จากดูไบ ในการใช้ความอัจฉริยะของ #google 
search ในการแสดงข้อมูลเก่ียวกับการแบ่งแยกทางเพศและการกีดกันเพศหญิง  
http://owl.li/q21Vb  #unwomen #womenshould 2/26/14 443
Statement attributable to the Spokesperson for the Secretary-
General on Thailand - New York, 26 February 2014 The Secretary-
General is increasingly concerned about the political crisis in 
Thailand. He has condemned the recent escalation of violence in 
different parts of the country.  The Secretary-General believes 
strongly that there should be no place for violence by any side in 
resolving political differences and disputes.    The Secretary-General 
urges the parties and all concerned to respect human rights and the 
rule of law.    He strongly urges the parties to engage as soon as 
possible in meaningful and inclusive dialogue toward ending the 
crisis and advancing genuine reform.    The Secretary-General 
expresses his readiness to assist the parties and the Thai people in 
any way possible.    
http://www.un.org/sg/statements/index.asp?nid=7486  2/26/14 181
หนึ่งในทุกๆ 6 คน ในเอเซียแปซิฟิกมีสภาพความไร้สามารถบางอย่าง 
และคาดว่าจะเพ่ิมขึ้นในทศวรรษต่อไปเนื่องจากมลพิษที่เพ่ิมขึ้น ภัยพิบัติทางธรรมชาต ิ
ภาวะสุขภาพเร้ือรัง สภาพแวดล้อมในการทำงานที่ไม่ดี และองประกอบอ่ืนๆ #ESCAP 
#unitednations 2/25/14 180
ทุกๆ วันที ่25 ของทุกเดือนเป็น #orangeday 
ช่วยกันใส่สีส้มเพ่ือเป็นสัญลักษณ์ในการยุติความรุนแรงในผู้หญิงและเด็ก #unwomen 
#thailand #unitednations 2/24/14 252
คล๊ิปวีดีโอนี้แสดงให้เห็นถึงสภาพของคนที่ตกอยู่ภายใต้การบังคับการใช้แรงงาน #ilo #slavery #migrants …2/24/14 210



เลขาธิการองค์การสหประชาชาติประณามเหตุการณ์ความรุนแรงที่เพ่ิมขึ้นในไทยในช่วงสัปดาห์
ที่ผ่านมา 
โดยเฉพาะอย่างยิ่งการโจมตีต่อกลุ่มผู้ชุมนุมซึ่งมีเด็กเสียชีวิตด้วย 
นอกจากนี้ยังกล่าวเรียกร้องให้ยุติความรุนแรงโดยทันทีและให้รัฐบาลไทยนำตัวผู้รับผิดชอบมาลง
โทษตามกระบวนการยุติธรรม     ท่านเลขาธิการฯ 
ยังเชื่อมั่นว่าทุกฝ่ายไม่ควรใช้ความรุนแรงในการแก้ไขความแตกต่างและความขัดแย้งทางการเมื
อง  รวมทั้งขอให้ทุกฝ่ายเคารพในสิทธิมนุษยชนและหลักนิติธรรม 
ป้องกันไม่ให้เกิดเหตุการณ์การโจมตีและให้มีการเจรจาอย่างสร้างสรรค์จนนำไปสู่การยุติวิกฤติแ
ละเดินหน้าการปฏิรูป ทั้งนี้ ตนพร้อมให้ความช่วยเหลือทุกวิถีทางที่เป็นไปได้      
Statement Attributable to the Spokesperson for the Secretary-
General -- on #Thailand, The Secretary-General condemns the 
escalation of violence in Thailand over the past week, in particular 
armed attacks against protesters in which even children have been 
killed.  He calls for violence from any quarter to cease immediately, 
and for the Government to bring those responsible to justice. 
#unitednations       
http://www.un.org/sg/statements/index.asp?nid=7479 2/23/14 194
องค์การทุนเพ่ือเด็กแห่งสหประชาชาติ หรือ #unicef ออกแถลงการณ์เรียกร้องให้ทุกฝ่าย 
ทั้งรัฐบาล 
แกนนำประท้วงทั้งฝ่ายที่สนับสนุนและต่อต้านรัฐบาล ตลอดจนพ่อแม่ผู้ปกครอง นำเด็กๆ 
ออกห่างจากสถานที่ชุมนุมประท้วงทุกแห่ง 
หลังเกิดเหตุรุนแรงทางการเมืองล่าสุดซึ่งส่งผลให้มีเด็กเสียชีวิต 3 รายและบาดเจ็บสาหัสอีก 2 
ราย #violence #thailand  อ่านต่อ: 
http://www.unicef.org/thailand/tha/media_22180.html 2/23/14 157
#UNICEF today urged the Government, pro- and anti-government 
protest leade
rs and parents to protect children by keeping them away from all 
protest sites after the latest round of deadly political violence 
claimed the lives of three children and severely injured two 
others.#violence #thailand Readmore: 
http://www.unicef.org/thailand/media_22179.html 2/23/14 164
สำนักงานข้าหลวงใหญ่เพ่ือสิทธิมนุษยชนแห่งสหประชาติ ประจำภูมิภาคเอเซียตะวันออกเฉียงใต ้
#OHCHR
 แสดงความกังวลอย่างมากต่อความรุนแรงที่เกิดขึ้นใกล้สะพานผ่านฟ้าลีลาศระหว่างกลุ่มผู้ชุมนุม
ต่อต้านรัฐบาลและเจ้าหน้าที่ตำรวจในวันอังคารที่ผ่านมา #humanrights 
#unitednations 2/22/14 473
The United Nations Human Rights Office for South-East Asia  
#OHCHR 
expressed deep concern about the violence that erupted between 
anti-government groups and the police near the Phan Fah Bridge in 
Bangkok on Tuesday. #Humanrights #unitednations #thailand 2/22/14 1500
International Mother Language Day, 21 February, it is a Day for 
celebrating all mother
 tongues. In other words – a day to celebrate language diversity. 
Supporting language diversity is also about supporting inclusion and 
acknowledging that language diversity helps to enrich us all; that 
this diversity of languages is a treasure, not a barrier. 
Readmore:http://www.unescobkk.org/education/multilingual-
education/international-mother-language-day/ 2/21/14 266



"The gap between the poorest and the wealthiest around the world is 
wide and growing. ... 
We must do more to empower individuals through decent work, 
support people through social protection, and ensure the voices of 
the poor and marginalised are heard” Ban Ki-moon's message on 
World Day of Social Justice. #worlddayofsocialjustice #untiednations  
Readmore:http://www.un.org/en/events/socialjusticeday/2014/sgm
essage.shtml 2/19/14 188
Today, 20 February is World Day of Social Justice. 
#worlddayofsocialjustice  
Social justice is an underlying principle for peaceful and prosperous 
coexistence within and among nations. We uphold the principles of 
social justice when we promote gender equality or the rights of 
indigenous peoples and migrants. #ILO #unitednations   
https://www.un.org/en/events/socialjusticeday/index.shtml 2/19/14 157
ตั้งแต่วันนี้ถึง 23 กุมภาพันธ ์2557 #UNAIDS Asia-Pacific 
จะเผยแพร่ข้อความเพ่ือสร้างความตระหนักรู้เก่ียวกับปัญหาต่างๆของคนข้ามเพศใน 
social media 
และคุณสามารถช่วยได้โดยการโพสต์หรือแชร์ข้อความให้เพ่ือนคุณได้รับรู้ถึงประเด็นนี้ 
#TGrights #transgender #bangkok #zerodiscrimination   Between 
now and 23 February 2014, UNAIDS Asia-Pacific will publish the 
messages below on our  social channels (listed at the end of this 
document) and invite you to do the same. You can post new 
messages or retweet/share the messages that raise much needed 
awareness of the many issues faced by the transgender community 
and what can be done about it. http://unaids-
ap.org/2014/02/14/help-us-raise-awareness-of-transgender-
healthcare/ 2/18/14 170
ร่วมช่วยเหลือผู้ล้ีภัยกับ #UNHCR และ #IKEA กันค่ะ 2/18/14 191
คนรุ่นใหม่กว่า 74.5 ล้านคนทั่วโลกยังประสบปัญหาว่างงาน 
ซึ่งเป็นจำนวนที่มากกว่าจำนวนประชากรของอังกฤษทั้งประเทศ 
นั่นเป็นสาเหตุที่ทำให้โอกาสในการจ้างงานที่ดีอยู่ในลำดับที่ 3 จากผลสำรวจโลกของฉัน 
http://ow.ly/tKSbH 2/18/14 221
#UNESCO และ #UNAIDS 
ทำงานร่วมกันในการสร้างความตระหนักรู้เก่ียวกับสิทธิของคนข้ามเพศ
 #transgender ในภูมิภาคเอเซียแฟซิฟิก ช่วยกันกด like และ share ถ้าคุณเห็นด้วย 
#TGrights 2/17/14 177
Human rights and development, both side of the same coin 
#humanrights #development
 #myworld #MDGs 2/17/14 89
#rights2015: "เราต้องให้ความสำคัญกับความเท่าเทียมกันในการกำจัดความยากจน " 
กล่าวโดยนางเนวี พิลเลย ์
ข้าหลวงใหญ่สิทธิมนุษยชนแห่งสหประชาชาติ ในงาน Open Working Group on 
Sustainable Development Goals #SDGs ณ สำนักงานใหญ่องค์การสหประชาชาติ 
นิวยอร์ก 2/17/14 303
Human Devleopment the key to lasting peace. #peace #unitednations #Thailand2/16/14 64
United Nations Dag Hammarskjöld Library 
ช่วยให้คุณค้นหาข้อมูลที่คุณต้องการจาก #UN 
โดยแนะนำวิธีในการสืบค้นข้อมูลว่าควรทำอย่างไร http://j.mp/1biOrdR 2/16/14 136



UNESCO’s radio toolkit – Linking Generations through Radio – This 
toolkit will help you start 
up a customised youth radio programme that can be further adapted 
to the capacity of your radio station and the needs of your 
community listeners. #UNESCO #Worldradioday   
http://en.unesco.org/radioict/linking-generations 2/12/14 154

2/12/14 93
Do you know that today is "the World Radio Day", 13 December, 
#Wordradioday #UNESCO 
“Not nearly enough women’s voices are heard -- either in front or 
behind the microphone.” “Not nearly enough stories about women 
and girls are being told.” Ban Ki-moon This is an opportunity for 
everyone.  Let us celebrate this World Radio Day by saluting women 
in radio today  link http://www.worldradioday.org/ 2/12/14 147
นางเฮเลน คลาร์ก ได้ใช้เวลา 2 
วันในการเยี่ยมชมชุมชนที่มีผลการดำเนินงานโครงการที่น่าประทับใจในประเทศไทย 
 #Thailand โครงการนี้ ทำงานเพ่ืออนุรักษ์น้ำและความหลากหลายทางชีวภาพ 
รวมทั้งการท่องเที่ยวเชิงนิเวศน ์เพ่ือส่ิงแวดล้อมที่ยังยืนบนพ้ืนที่กระเพาะหม ู(green 
pocket) ของกรุงเทพฯ 
โดยดำเนินการภายใต้การสนับสนุนของแผนงานโครงการขนาดเล็กโดยชุมชน (Small 
Grant Programme: SGP) โครงการรวมใจรักษ์น้ำ (‘Water for People’ 
Partnership:WPP) แห่งโครงการพัฒนาแห่งสหประชาชาติ (#UNDP) 2/11/14 160
#equalitymonday วีดีโอเก่ียวกับการเผชิญหน้าของสตรีไทยในการเมือง จาก#UNDP 2/10/14 152
หากคุณรู้จักคนที่ทำงานเพ่ือการอนุรักษ์ส่ิงแวดล้อม ร่วมเสนอชื่อเพ่ือเข้าชิง 2014 
Champions of the Earth Award
 จาก #UNEP รางวัลนี้มอบให้แก่บุคคลที่ทำงานด้านส่ิงแวดล้อมและการพัฒนาอย่างยั่งยืน   
ดูรายละเอียดเพ่ิมเติมที ่http://www.unep.org/champions/news/2014-
nominations-open.asp#sthash.xax9NEcJ.PsBoyKQR.dpbs 2/10/14 126
คุณรู้ไหมหรือไม่ว่าสถานที่ใช้ในการจัดโอลิมปิกฤดูหนาวโซชิเกมส์เป็นเขตปลอดบุหร่ี 
การสูบบุหร่ีนั้นถูกห้ามทั้งในร้านอาหาร บาร์ และสวนโอลิมปิค 
นโยบายนี้เพ่ือป้องกันไม่ให้นักกีฬาและเจ้าหน้าที่กว่า 155,000 
คนได้รับอันตรายจากควันบุหร่ี 2/9/14 234
เข้ามาดูภาคพิเศษของ E-Voices สำหรับรางวัล #UNESCO Asia- Pacific ในด้านการอนุรักษ์ส่ิงแวดล้อมศิลปกรรม2/6/14 181
คุณเคยคิดจะมีสวนปลูกผักเป็นของตัวเองไหม 
สามารถเข้าไปดูเคล็ดลับการปลูกผักและผลไม้ไว้กินเองได้ที ่# FAO
 #Unitednations http://bit.ly/1lCGw1E   ถ้าคุณมีสวนผักเป็นของตัวเองแล้ว 
ช่วยกันแชร์และแท็กรูปใน pinterest #unfaozhcgarden 2/6/14 121
ยูนิเซฟออกแถลงการณ์ประณามเหตุการณ์สังหารเด็กในจ. นราธิวาส  กรุงเทพฯ 5  กุมภาพันธ ์
2557 
องค์การยูนิเซฟออกแถลงการณ์ประณามเหตุการณ์สังหารเด็กชายสามพ่ีน้องในจังหวัดนราธิวาสเ
มื่อคืนวันจันทร์ที่ผ่านมา 
พร้อมแสดงความเป็นห่วงเก่ียวกับสถานการณ์ความรุนแรงต่อเด็กซึ่งยังคงเกิดขึ้นอย่างต่อเนื่องใ
นจังหวัดชายแดนใต้ของประเทศไทย    
“เรามีความเป็นห่วงถึงผลกระทบต่อเด็กๆ 
จากสถานการณ์ความรุนแรงที่ยังคงเกิดขึ้นอย่างต่อเนื่องในจังหวัดชายแดนใต้ 
และขอเรียกร้องให้ทุกฝ่ายร่วมมือกันทำทุกวิถีทางเพ่ือประกันความปลอดภัยของเด็กๆ 
และทำให้แน่ใจว่าจะไม่มีเด็กคนใดตกเป็นเหยื่อของความรุนแรง” นายพิชัย ราชภัณฑารี 
ผู้แทนองค์การยูนิเซฟประเทศไทยกล่าว 2/6/14 185



UNICEF expresses ‘deep concern’ on violence against children in the 
far south  BANGKOK, 5 February 2014 – UNICEF today said it was 
deeply concerned about the continuing violence against children in 
Thailand’s restive southernmost provinces, including the killing of 
three young boys in Narathiwat Province on Monday night.   “We are 
deeply concerned about the continuing violence against children in 
the far south of Thailand. This must stop. We call upon all parties 
involved to do everything to ensure that all children do not fall victim 
to violence”, said Bijaya Rajbhandari, UNICEF Representative for 
Thailand. 2/6/14 250
Timeline Photos 2/5/14 156
Do you know that today is the International Day of Zero Tolerance 
for Female Genital Mutilation? "It is estimated that more than 125 
million girls and women alive today have been cut in 29 countries in 
Africa and the Middle East, where FGM is most prevalent and data 
exist."  Read full message: 
http://www.un.org/News/Press/docs/2014/sgsm15630.doc.htm 2/5/14 165
นายบัน คี มุน เลขาธิการสหประชาชาติได้แสดงความกังวลเก่ียวกับการเลือกตั้งในประเทศไทย 
และเรียกร้องให้ทุกฝ่ายหันหน้าเจรจาหาทางแก้ไขปัญหาความขัดแย้งทางการเมืองร่วมกัน    
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=47072&Cr=thailan
d&Cr1= 2/5/14 355
ข้อมูลน่าสนใจเก่ียวกับสถานภาพของผู้หญิงในเอเซีย ทั้งเร่ืองการจ้างงาน การเมือง และงานบ้านจาก #ESCAP2/4/14 154
แถลงการณ์จากสำนักงานข้าหลวงใหญ่เพ่ือสิทธิมนุษยชนแห่งสหประชาชาติ (OHCHR) 
เร่ืองความกังวลต่อการปะทะกันอย่างรุนแรงใต้บริบทการชุมนุมทางการเมือง   OHCHR 
ประจำภูมิภาคเอเชียตะวันออกเฉียงใต้แสดงความกังวลต่อกรณีการเผชิญหน้ากันด้วยอาวุธปืนใก
ล้สำนักงานเขตหลักส่ีระหว่างกลุ่มต่อต้านรัฐบาลและกลุ่มสนับสนุนการเลือกตั้งในวันที่ 1 
กุมภาพันธ ์2557 เหตุการณ์นั้นมีผู้ได้รับบาดเจ็บแปดคน OHCHR 
ขอเรียกร้องให้ทุกฝ่ายละเว้นการพกพาอาวุธหรือใช้ความรุนแรง 2/3/14 555
Press Statement from the United Nations Human Rights Office 
#OHCHR concerned about violent clashes in the context of political 
demonstrations  OHCHR today expressed concern about a 
confrontation between anti-government and pro-election groups on 1 
February near the Laksi District Office which involved the use of 
firearms. The incident reportedly left eight individuals injured. 
OHCHR calls on all sides to refrain from carrying weapons or 
resorting to violence. 2/3/14 483
แนะนำรายงานเก่ียวกับความไม่เท่าเทียมกัน Humanity Divided: Confronting 
Inequality in Developing Countries จาก #UNDP 
ผู้กำหนดนโยบายจากทั่วโลกยอมรับว่าความไม่เท่าเทียมกันในประเทศของเขานั้นมีสูงและส่ิงนี้เป็
นอุปสรรคในการพัฒนาด้านสังคมและเศรษฐกิจ   อ่านข้อมูลเพ่ิมเติมที ่ 
http://j.mp/1exiHiK 2/3/14 152
Join #UNESCO for the UNertia sustainability competition! ขอเชิญน้อง ๆ 
ร่วมส่งไอเดียในการรักษาส่ิงแวดล้อมก่อนวันที่ 10 กุมภาพันธ์นี ้  
รายละเอียดเพ่ิมเติมที ่http://joinunertia.org/students-in-pattaya-thailand-
are-taking-action-for-sustainability/ 2/3/14 195



คุณรู้หรือไม่ว่าทบวงการพลังงานปรมาณูระหว่างประเทศ #IAEA ทำงานต่อสู้กับโรคมะเร็งด้วย 
ปัญหาเร่ืองโรคมะเร็งเป็นความท้าทายและเราควรหาวิธีจัดการอย่างเร่งด่วน 
เราสามารถป้องกันโรคมะเร็งได้มากกว่า 1 ใน 3 
และสามารถรักษาให้หายได้ถ้าตรวจพบแต่เนิ่นๆ หากว่า 70 % 
ของผู้ป่วยโรคมะเร็งในประเทศที่มีรายได้ระดับปานกลางและต่ำการตรวจพบโรคมักจะสายเกินแ
ก้ ในการรับมือกับวิกฤตนี้ IAEA ได้จัดตั้งแผนงานสำหรับโรคมะเร็ง Programme of 
Action for Cancer Therapy (PACT) เรียนรู้งานของ #PACT ที่นี ่ 
http://cancer.iaea.org/ 2/2/14 145

#UNCT 
ในประเทศไทยมีความกังวลต่อเหตุการณ์ความรุนแรงที่ที่มีจานวนมากขึ้นและเสียใจกับการบาดเ
จ็บล้มตายของผู้คน
 สืบเนื่องจากการเผชิญหน้าทางการเมือง จึงขอเรียกร้องให้ทุกฝ่ายยุติความรุนแรงในทุกรูปแบบ 
และสนับสนุนให้ทุกภาคส่วนเคารพเสรีภาพของบุคคลในการชุมนุมและการแสดงออกโดยสันติเค
ารพสิทธิที่จะ “เข้าไปม ีส่วนร่วมในการบริหารรัฐกิจ” และ 
“ออกเสียงหรือได้รับเลือกตั้งในการเลือกตั้งอันแท้จริงตามวาระ”... 1/31/14 802
#UNCT in Thailand, is concerned by the growing number of violent 
incidents and saddened 
by the loss of life and persons injured as a result of political 
confrontation, calls on all sides to renounce all forms of violence and 
encourages all parties to respect people’s freedom of peaceful 
assembly and expression, the right to “take part in the conduct of 
public affairs” and “to vote and be elected at genuine periodic 
elections”.... 1/31/14 1400
UNDP ได้จัดทำหนังสือคู่มือภาษาไทยเก่ียวกับ "การลดความเส่ียงจากสาธารณภัย" 
เพ่ือช่วยลดผลกระทบจากภัยพิบัติที่อาจเกิดขึ้นในอนาคตต่อคนไทย 
หาข้อมูลเพ่ิมเติ่ม #UNDP #UNDPthailand 1/30/14 131
Happy Chinese New Year!, สุขวันต์วันตรุษจีนค่ะ! 1/30/14 254
หากคุณอยากรู้เก่ียวกับวิกฤตด้านการศึกษาจากทั่วโลก อ่านรายงาน Education for All 
Global Monitoring Report ล่าสุดจาก 
#UNESCO #unitednations ที่นี่ http://j.mp/1nkwfWn 1/29/14 155
องค์การยูนิเซฟเผยแพร่คู่มือ 4 ชุด เพ่ือช่วยบริษัทต่างๆ 
ดำเนินธุรกิจตามหลักการทำธุรกิจที่สอดคล้องกับสิทธิเด็ก
 (Children’s Rights and Business Principles - CRBP) 
ซึ่งหลักการนี้มีวัตถุประสงค์เพ่ือช่วยให้บริษัทต่างๆ 
สามารถจัดการกับผลกระทบที่ธุรกิจมีต่อสิทธิและความเป็นอยู่ที่ดีของเด็กๆ 
ได้อย่างมีประสิทธิภาพยิ่งขึ้น  #unicefthailand #unicef #Childrenrights 
#unitednations 1/28/14 300



#UNICEF ออกแถลงการณ์วันนี้แสดงความเป็นห่วงเก่ียวกับจำนวนเด็กที่ได้รับผลกระทบ 
และถูกลิดรอนสิทธิทางการศึกษา 
จากวิกฤตการณ์ทางการเมืองในปัจจุบัน  กระทรวงศึกษาธิการรายงานว่ามีโรงเรียน 934 
แห่งที่ต้องหยุดการเรียนการสอนเนื่องจากการประท้วง ซึ่งส่งผลกระทบต่อเด็กนักเรียนเกือบ 
317,000 คน และครูประมาณ 18,000 คน องค์การยูนิเซฟ 
ขอเรียกร้องให้ทุกฝ่ายที่เก่ียวข้องให้ความเคารพในสิทธิทางการศึกษาของเด็กทุกคน 
และขอให้พยายามทำทุกวิถีทางที่จะให้โรงเรียนสามารถเปิดสอนต่อไปได้    UNICEF 
Thailand is extremely concerned about the number of students 
whose rights to an education have been affected by the on-going 
political crisis. The Ministry of Education reports that some 934 
education facilities have been closed as a result of protests, affecting 
nearly 317,000 students and some 18,000 teachers. UNICEF urges 
all parties involved to respect the rights of all children to receive an 
education and to make every effort to ensure that schools remain 
open. 1/28/14 4050
ขับขี่ปลอดภัย ไม่เมาแล้วขับ กับ #WHO ชมวิดีโอเก่ียวกับการรณรงค์ถนนปลอดภัย #roadsafety จากทั่วโลกที่นี่1/27/14 214
Call for Entries for the 2014 #UNESCO Asia-Pacific Awards for 
Cultural Heritage Conservation!   
 The Awards recognize the successful efforts of private sector and 
public-private initiatives in conserving or restoring structures, places 
and properties of heritage value in the region. The Awards 
emphasize the importance of the conservation process, including the 
technical achievements and quality of the restoration, as well as the 
social impact, including community involvement in the project.    The 
deadline for receipt of materials is 31 March 2014. More info: 
http://www.unescobkk.org/culture/wh/asia-pacific-heritage-
awards/2014ha0/ 1/27/14 184
27 January, to mark as an annual International Day of 
Commemoration in memory of the 
victims of the Holocaust, which resulted in the murder of one-third of 
the Jewish people along with countless members of other minorities, 
will forever be a warning to all people of the dangers of hatred, 
bigotry, racism and prejudice". #Unitednations #holocaust #UNHOP  
#UNSG readmore: 
http://www.un.org/en/holocaustremembrance/index.shtml 1/26/14 403
นางโรเบอร์ต้า คล้าค ผู้อำนวยการยูเอ็นวีเมน #UNWomen 
สำนักงานภาคพ้ืนเอเชียและแปซิฟิก และผู้แทนประจำประเทศไทย
 ออกแถลงการณ์เก่ียวกับความกังวลในสถานการณ์ทางการเมืองของประเทศไทยในปัจจุบันที่พบ
ว่ามีการใช้ภาษาที่เหยียดหยามก้าวร้าวต่อผู้หญิงด้วยเหตุแห่งเพศและความเป็นผู้หญิงเพ่ือแต้มต่
อในวาระทางการเมือง ประเทศไทยมีความก้าวหน้าอยู่มาก 
ทั้งในด้านกฎหมายและนโยบายเพ่ือสร้างหลักประกันส่งเสริมให้ผู้หญิงมีพลังและสร้างความเสมอ
ภาคระหว่างเพศ ความก้าวหน้าดังกล่าวจะเพ่ิมขยายต่อไปได้ 
ก็ต่อเมื่อผู้หญิงจำนวนมากขึ้นเข้ามามีส่วนร่วมและมีบทบาทสร้างสรรค์กระบวนการทางการเมือง
และการบริหารจัดการ ทั้งในพ้ืนที่สาธารณะและพ้ืนที่ส่วนตัว เพ่ือให้ส่ิงเหล่าเกิดขึ้นได้ 
เราต้องมีสภาวะแวดล้อมที่เคารพในสิทธิและศักดิ์ศรีของทุกๆคน อ่านเพ่ิมที่ 
http://asiapacific.unwomen.org/~/media/Field%20Office%20ESEAsi
a/Docs/Publications/FINAL%20UN%20Women%20Statement_Thai%
20pdf.pdf 1/26/14 216



UN Women "Commentary and images which are sexually abusive 
and which demean women on the basis of their sex and gender roles 
should not be tolerated or encouraged". - See more at: 
http://asiapacific.unwomen.org/en/news-and-
events/stories/2014/1/statement-of-the-un-
women#sthash.CW760f0M.dpuf 
http://asiapacific.unwomen.org/en/news-and-
events/stories/2014/1/statement-of-the-un-women 1/25/14 186
#OHCHR calls on all parties to respect the rights of others and to 
refrain from any form of violence. OHCHR also urges the Royal Thai 
Government to ensure the implementation of the Emergency Decree 
on the Administration of Emergency Situations issued on 21 January 
complies with international human rights standards. 1/24/14 564
“I believe that children are the future of our nation” said #Nichkhun, 
watch video from 
#UNICEF ‘Nichkhun promotes early childhood development’ 1/23/14 184
ชมวิดีโอการทำงานร่วมกันของโครงการพัฒนาแห่งสหประชาชาติ #UNDP 
และเครือข่ายคอรัป"ฉัน"ไม่ขอรับ ในการต่อต้านคอรัปชั่นในสังคมไทย
 #anticorruption ได้ที่นี่ 1/19/14 145
ทำไมคนที่ว่างงานถึงหางานใหม่ได้ยากขึ้นและยังใช้เวลาในการหางานมากขึ้นในบางประเทศ 
#unemployment 
พบข้อมูลการเคล่ือนที่ของแรงงานและอัตราความเส่ียงในการว่างงานของแต่ละประเทศจาก 
#ILO 1/15/14 145
Human Devleopment the key to lasting peace. #peace 
#unitednations #Thailand 1/14/14 113

หากคุณสนใจสถิติการท่องเที่ยวทั่วโลก #tourism ขอแนะนำข้อมูลน่าสนใจจาก #UNWTO 
ภูมิภาคใดที่เติบโตด้านการท่องเที่ยวสูงสุด แนวโน้มการท่องเที่ยวจะเป็นอย่างไรในปีนี้ 
หาข้อมูลเพ่ิมเติมได้ที่นี ่ http://mkt.unwto.org/publication/unwto-tourism-
highlights-2013-edition 1/14/14 508
นายบัน คี มุน เลขาธิการสหประชาชาติ สนับสนุนสำหรับโครงการ UN Free & Equal 
ร่วมกันแชร์รูปนี้เพ่ือแสดงให้เห็นว่าคุณเห็นด้วยเร่ืองสิทธิมนุษยชนสำหรับกลุ่มบุคคลที่มีความหล
ากหลายทางเพศ #LGBT  เรียนรู้เร่ืองงานของสหประชาชาติเก่ียวกับสิทธิของ LGBT ได้ที่นี ่
https://www.unfe.org/  1/13/14 240
เป็นเวลากว่าสองเดือนเศษที่พายุไต้ฝุ่นไห่เยี่ยนถล่มฟิลิปปินส์ #Haiyan 
ชมข้อความขอบคุณจากผู้รอดชีวิตที่ได้รับการช่วยเหลือ รวบรวมโดย #WFP 1/13/14 216



นายบัน คี มุน เลขาธิการสหประชาชาติ แถลงข่าวในวันที่ 10 มกราคม พ.ศ. 2557 
ที่สำนักงานใหญ่สหประชาชาติในนครนิวยอร์ค 
โดยเนื้อหาตอนหนึ่งระบุว่าได้หารือทางโทรศัพท์กับน.ส.ยิ่งลักษณ์ ชินวัตร นายกรัฐมนตรี 
และนายอภิสิทธิ์ เวชชาชีวะ หัวหน้าพรรคประชาธิปัตย์ในช่วง 3 วันที่ผ่านมา 
เพ่ือพยายามช่วยคล่ีคลายความขัดแย้งระหว่างกัน และเป็นห่วงสถานการณ์ 
ที่อาจตึงเครียดขึ้นในอีกไม่ก่ีวันนี้ โดยเฉพาะในวันที่ 13 มกราคม 
ซึ่งกลุ่มผู้ชุมนุมต่อต้านรัฐบาลประกาศปิดกรุงเทพฯ จึงขอเรียกร้องให้ทุกฝ่ายอดทนอดกล้ัน 
ไม่กระทำการยั่วย ุและหาทางไกล่เกล่ียความขัดแย้งอย่างสันติด้วยการเจรจา  SECRETARY-
GENERAL BAN KI-MOON’S PRESS CONFERENCE FRIDAY, 10 JANUARY 
2014  Over the past three days I have been in touch by telephone 
with Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra of Thailand and the leader 
of the opposition Democrat Party, Mr. Abhisit Vejjajiva, in an effort to 
help them bridge their differences. I am very concerned that the 
situation could escalate in the days ahead, particularly next Monday, 
January 13th, when protestors said they will shut down Bangkok. I 
urge all involved to show restraint, avoid provocative acts and settle 
their differences peacefully, through dialogue.  
http://www.un.org/sg/spokesperson/highlights/index.asp?d_month=
13&d_year=2013 1/12/14 193
On Children's Day #UNICEF urges increased and sustained 
investment in young children. The preliminary results of a major new 
national survey show key progress for children, but greater and 
sustained investment in children is needed if  #Thailand is to meet 
the challenges of the future.    For more information, visit 
http://www.unicef.org/thailand/media_22049.html  1/10/14 424
หากคุณสงสัยว่าทบวงการพลังงานปรมาณูระหว่างประเทศ International Atomic 
Energy Agency หรือ #IAEA ทำงานเก่ียวกับพลังงานนิวเคลียร์อย่างไรและที่ไหน 
#nuclear หาคำตอบได้จากการชมวิดีโอ IAEA - In focus 1/9/14 180

1/9/14 99
แนะนำวิดีโอน่าสนใจจาก #UNESCO 
เก่ียวกับการเรียนการสอนที่บ้านแม่แพะจังหวัดแม่ฮ่องสอน 
รับรู้ถึงความสุขของการเป็นครูที่ต้องการสอนเด็กชาวเขาเผ่ากะเหร่ียงให้อ่านออกเขียนได้และคว
ามยากลำบากในการเดินทางในหน้าฝนซึ่งต้องใช้เวลากว่า 8 ชั่วโมงผ่านถนนซึ่งเป็นทางน้ำ 
และเร่ืองราวน่าประทับใจอ่ืนจากวิดีโอนี้ #karen #hilltribe #children 1/8/14 153
ร่วมช่วยเหลือเด็กไร้สัญชาติกับ #UNHCR ดูรายละเอียดการบริจาคได้ที่นี่ 
https://www.unhcr.or.th/th/Donate-Children 1/7/14 199
ร่วมช่วยเหลือเด็กยากไร้กับ #UNICEF ผ่านทาง SMS พิมพ์ UNICEF ส่งไปที่เบอร์ 
4712225 ขอบคุณค่ะ 1/7/14 211
ขอเชิญทุกท่านทำแบบทดสอบส้ัน ๆ 5 ข้อเก่ียวกับความยากจน #hunger 
ผู้ใจบุญจะช่วยสมทบทุนจัดหาอาหารให้เด็กกับโครงการอาหารโลก #WFP 
ร่วมกันทำบุญแบบง่าย ๆ โดยแชร์ให้เพ่ือนของเราช่วยกันทำด้วยค่ะ ขอบคุณค่ะ 1/7/14 194
บางคร้ังการลำเลียงอาหารไปให้ผู้คนจากโครงการอาหารโลก #WFP  
เป็นเร่ืองที่ท้าทายเมื่อเราต้องพบกับถนนที่แทบจะผ่านไปไม่ได ้บางคร้ังก็เต็มไปด้วยก้อนหิน 
หรือโคลนตม #road    
พบกับเร่ืองราวปัญหาในการลำเลียงอาหารและวิธีการแก้ไขจากการลงพ้ืนที่ในเซาท์ซูดาน 
ไลบีเรีย และคองโก http://bit.ly/HwatOC  1/6/14 168
คุณเคยสงสัยไหมว่าคนที่ยากจนที่สุดและรวยที่สุดอาศัยอยู่ที่ไหนบนโลกนี้ 
โลกาภิวัตน์มีผลกระทบต่อความไม่เท่าเทียมกันของรายได้ทั่วโลกอย่างไร #globalisation 
และช่องว่างรายได้เปล่ียนแปลงไปเท่าไรในรอบ 20 ปีที่ผ่านมา #income     
ดูข้อมูลเพ่ิมเติมจากธนาคารโลก #Worldbank http://wrld.bg/rTQrg 1/5/14 159



มีจำนวนผู้คนหิวโหยเท่าไรบนโลกนี้ #hunger 
ความหิวโหยมีผลกระทบอะไรต่อเด็กและเราจะช่วยพวกเขาได้อย่างไร พบ 10 ข้อมูลสำคัญจาก 
#WFP ที่คุณควรรู้ เช่นผู้คนกว่า 842 ล้านคนไม่ได้รับอาหารเพียงพอนั่นหมายถึงว่า 1 ใน 8 
คนต้องทนหิวยามค่ำคืน    http://www.wfp.org/stories/10-hunger-facts-
2014 1/2/14 397
คุณรู้หรือไม่ว่าพ้ืนที่บนโลกนี้กว่า 38% ใช้เพ่ือการเกษตร #agriculture 
เรามีเรือประมงกว่า 4.4 ล้านลำ และมีโคกระบืออีก 1.4 ล้านตัวบนโลกใบนี้    
ดูข้อมูลภาพจาก #FAO เพ่ิมเติมที ่http://bit.ly/1g8QjJl  1/1/14 173
แนะนำหนังสือน่าอ่านจาก #UNWTO 
เก่ียวกับการท่องเที่ยวแบบยั่งยืนเพ่ือการพัฒนา#tourism 
เนื้อหาหนังสือเล่มนี้จะช่วยให้องค์กรเพ่ือการพัฒนา รัฐบาล 
และผู้มีส่วนเก่ียวข้องเข้าใจและเรียนรู้วิธีในการทำให้การท่องเที่ยวเป็นการพัฒนาอย่างยั่งยืนได้    
อ่านเพ่ิมเก่ียวกับหนังสือเล่มนี้หรือดาวน์โหลดได้ที่ http://ow.ly/nX8ny  1/1/14 393
ชาร์ลิซ เธอรอน 
ฑูตสันติภาพจากสหประชาชาติได้ก่อตั้งโครงการเพ่ือช่วยเหลือเด็กวัยรุ่นให้ปลอดภัยจาก 
#HIV/AIDS ในแอฟริกา     ชมวิดีโอจากชาร์ลิซ เธอรอนพูดถึงการทำงานในการต่อสู้กับ 
HIV/AIDS และส่ิงที่เธออยากทำในปีนี้ได้ที่นี่ http://youtu.be/ScckoarI2II  1/1/14 187
ท่ามกลางวิกฤตและความวุ่นวายไม่ว่าจากสงครามกลางเมือง การก่อการร้าย และภัยพิบัติในปีนี้ 
สหประชาชาติยังคงยืนหยัดทำงานเพ่ือสร้างสันติภาพและอนาคตที่ดีและยั่งยืนสำหรับทุกคน 
หน้าที่ของพวกเราคือการเปล่ียนความหวังของผู้คนให้เป็นความจริงผ่านการทำงานอย่างแข็งขัน
ของพวกเรา    ชมวิดีโอเหตุการณ์สำคัญต่าง ๆ ที่เกิดขึ้นในปี พ.ศ. 2556 ได้ที่นี ่ 
http://j.mp/19ABqvN  12/30/13 176

12/30/13 99
สาส์นจากนายบัน คี มูน 
เลขาธิการสหประชาชาติสำหรับอวยพรปีใหม่ให้ทุกคนมีความสุขและพบกับสันติภาพและความส
งบสุขในปี พ.ศ. 2557 12/30/13 193

ข้อมูลล่าสุดจากสหภาพโทรคมนาคมระหว่างประเทศหรือ ITU ได้ประมาณการว่ามีครัวเรือนถึง 
1.1 พันล้านครัวเรือนที่ยังเข้าไม่ถึงอินเตอร์เนตและพวกเขาเหล่านี้อยู่ในประเทศกำลังพัฒนาถึง 
90 %     ดูข้อมูลภาพเพ่ิมที ่http://ow.ly/pza4w  12/30/13 149
องค์การสหประชาชาติมีความยินดีและขอชื่นชมผู้มีชื่อเสียงระดับโลกหลายคนที่เข้ามาช่วยกันทำ
งานเพ่ือสังคมร่วมกับยูเอ็น ไม่ว่าจะเป็น เคท ีเพอร์รี แมกเคิลมอร์ จิเซล บุนเชน แองเจลินา 
โจล่ี เดวิดเกตตา  ดูรายชื่อผู้มีชื่อเสียงทั้งหมดที่ร่วมกันทำความดีในปีที่ผ่านมาได้ที่  #UNA-
USA ใน BuzzFeed. http://j.mp/1cHdDe3 12/29/13 136
องค์การสหประชาชาติ หรือ ยูเอ็น เป็นองค์การขนาดใหญ่ 
ถ้าคุณสงสัยเก่ียวกับโครงสร้างของยูเอ็น สามารถเข้ามาดูแผนภาพอันใหม่ที่เราสร้างขึ้นได้ที่นี่ 
http://j.mp/1g0749p  ข้อมูลเพ่ิมเติมเก่ียวกับโครงสร้างองค์การ 
สมาชิกและประวัติความเป็นมาของยูเอ็นได้ที่  http://j.mp/fucJfy 12/26/13 165
กิจกรรมวันคริสต์มาสของคุณพอลล่า เทเลอร์กับยูนิเซฟ #unicefthailand #unicef  12/25/13 144
นายบัน คี มูน เลขาธิการสหประชาชาติ 
เยือนผู้ประสบภัยจากพายุไต้ฝุ่นไห่เยี่ยนในเมืองทาโคลบันประเทศฟิลิปปินส์ 
และได้ให้พันธสัญญาจากสหประชาชาติในการช่วยเหลือฟ้ืนฟูชุมชนที่ถูกทำลายโดยพายุไต้ฝุ่นไห่
เยี่ยน เลขาธิการสหประชาชาติรู้สึกสลดใจในส่ิงที่ได้เห็น 
ไม่ว่าจะเป็นจำนวนผู้เสียชีวิตและความเสียหายทั้งหมด และได้เรียกร้องให้ประเทศต่างๆ 
สนับสนุนแผนการฟ้ืนฟูประเทศอย่างเร่งด่วน    ดูรูปและข้อมูลต่าง ๆ 
เก่ียวกับการเยือนฟิลิปปินส์ของนายบัน คี มูน ได้ที ่http://j.mp/1dy4JOm 12/23/13 127



International Human Solidarity Day ตรงกับวันที ่20 ธันวาคม โดยเป้าหมายของป ี
2013 คือการลดช่องว่างและทำงานร่วมกันเพ่ือบรรลุเป้าหมายการพัฒนาแห่งสหัสววรษ หรือ 
Millennium Development Goals 
ดังนั้นทุกประเทศควรร่วมกันเน้นย้ำความพยายามในการสร้างสันติภาพและความมั่นคง 
คำนึงถึงสิทธิมนุษยชนและหลักธรรมาภิบาล  นายบัน คี 
มูนได้เรียกร้องให้ผู้คนทั่วโลกทุกชนชาติ ทุกศาสนา และทุกวัฒนธรรม 
ทำงานร่วมกันเพ่ือรักษาสัญญาที่จะเปล่ียนสหัสวรรษนี้ให้เกิดสันติภาพ 
มีความเจริญรุ่งเรืองและยั่งยืนให้กับเยาวชนรุ่นหลัง      20 December is 
International Human Solidarity Day, 2013 theme is “Bridging the 
gaps to reach the Millennium Development Goals” Thus all countries 
should reaffirm the commitment to peace and security human rights 
and good governance.#MDGs #unthailand 
#internationalhumansolidarity #humansolidarity     “I urge people 
from all nations, faiths, cultures and traditions to work together in 
common cause to keep the promise made at the turn of the 
Millennium and leave a legacy of peace, prosperity and sustainable 
progress for generations to come.” Ban Ki-Moon.Readmore: 
http://www.un.org/en/events/humansolidarityday/2013/sgmessage.
shtml 12/19/13 203
ผู้หญิงจำนวนมากขึ้นย้ายถ่ินฐานในการทำงาน อีกทั้งยังเป็นผู้หารายได้ให้ครอบครัว 
แต่กระนั้นแรงงานข้ามชาติผู้หญิงยังมีรายได้น้อยกว่าผู้ชายอยู่ดี ทาง #unwomen 
จึงรณรงค์เร่ืองความปลอดภัยในการทำงานและการย้ายถ่ินฐานสำหรับผู้หญิง 
#migrantsday #หยุดความรุนแรงทางเพศ 12/19/13 198

18 ธันวาคม "วันแรงงานข้ามชาติสากล" 
คุณรู้หรือไม่ว่าจำนวนแรงงานข้ามชาติทั่วโลกได้เพ่ิมจาก 175 ล้านคนในป ี2000 เป็น 232 
ล้านคนในปัจจุบัน และทุกๆ 1 ใน 10 คนมีอายุต่ำกว่า 15 ปี #IAmAMigrant 
#unthailand    
จึงจำเป็นอย่างยิ่งที่เราต้องเคารพในเร่ืองสิทธิมนุษยชนและส่งเสริมมาตราฐานสากลให้แรงงานเห
ล่านี้ นอกจากนี้เราควรทำให้รู้ว่าเราไม่สามารถยอมรับการแบ่งแยกกีดกันแรงงานเหล่านี้ 
เราควรทำให้คนส่วนมากเข้าใจเก่ียวกับการย้ายถ่ินและแรงงานข้ามชาติ    18 December 
as International Migrants Day, do you know that The total number of 
international migrants has increased from an estimated 175 million 
in 2000 to 232 million persons today? And One of every ten migrants 
is under the age of 15?    It is important to emphasize the need to 
respect the human rights of migrants and to promote international 
labour standards, condemn manifestations of racism and intolerance 
and stress the need to improve public perceptions of migrants and 
migration. More info: http://www.un.org/en/events/migrantsday/ 12/17/13 400
Take Action With!! #IAmAMigrant ร่วมกันแชร์รูปและวีดีโอ 
ที่เป็นเร่ืองราวของคุณเก่ียวกับภาพลักษณ์ที่ดีของแรงงานข้ามชาติทีมีส่วนเสริมสร้างสังคมและเศ
รฐกิจ คุณสามารถเข้าร่วมการประชาสัมพันธ์ทั่วโลกได้ใน Facebook และ Twitter 
โดยการใช้ #IAmAMigrant ตั้งแต่วันที่ 13 ถึง 18 ธันวาคม 
รูปและเร่ืองราวของคุณจะถูกรวบรวมไปที ่http://storify.com/un. #unthailand     
For International Migrants Day, share photos and videos tied to your 
personal stories about how migrants positively contribute to 
communities and economies worldwide. You can join the global 
conversation on Facebook and Twitter using #IAmAMigrant. From 13-
18 December, your photos and stories will be featured on the UN’s 
Storify page. 12/16/13 187



กิจกรรมสำหรับเยาวชนเพ่ือฉลองวันแรงงานข้ามชาติสากล(18 ธันวาคม) จัดขึ้น ณ 
มหาวิทยาลัยธรรมศาสตร์ วันนี้ #IAmAMigrant  #ILO #วันแรงงานข้ามชาติสากล 
#saphansiang #thammasatuniversity    
โครงการสะพานเสียงได้จัดกิจกรรมการแข่งขันการโต้วาทีระหว่างเยาวชนและเปิดโอกาสนักศึก
ษามหาวิทยาลัยต่างๆ แสดงความคิดเห็นเก่ียวกับแรงงานข้ามชาติ 
อีกทั้งยังส่งเสริมการทำงานร่วมกันคนไทยและแรงงานข้ามชาติ 
โดยวัตถุประสงค์ในการจัดกิจกรรมคร้ังนี้เพ่ือผลักดันให้เยาวชนไทยมีส่วมร่วมในการส่งเสริมภา
พลักษณ์ที่ดีของแรงงานข้ามชาติในประเทศไทย  In observance of International 
Migrants Day (18 December), a youth event will be held on 17 
December at Thammasat University. #IAmAMigrant   Young Thais 
will debate migrant worker issues. The Saphan Siang Youth 
Ambassadors Programme will also be launched. The programme 
provides an opportunity for university students to contribute to 
organisations supporting migrant workers and increase the 
interaction between Thais and migrant workers. The event gives an 
opportunity for young Thais to engage with the campaign and the 
broader efforts of campaign partners working towards promoting a 
positive image of migrant workers in Thailand.  Readmore: 
http://www.ilo.org/asia/info/public/pr/WCMS_232649/lang--
en/index.htm 12/16/13 162
เราเชื่อว่าทุกคนเกิดมามีสิทธิเท่าเทียมกันไม่ว่าจะไปเพศใดก็ตาม --  
สำหรับวันสิทธิมนุษยชนที่ผ่านมา  #UNFE 
ได้เผยแพร่คลิปวีดีโอเร่ืองใหม่เก่ียวกับเความเสมอภาคเท่าเทียม 
และสิทธิมนุษยชนของกลุ่มคนที่มีความหลากหลายทางเพศ #LGBT  #humanrights    
We believe that all people are born free and equal regardless of their 
sexual orientation and gender identity. #freeandequal   please watch 
and share! 12/15/13 155
มาร์ตินา นาฟราติโลวา อดีตนักเทนนิสหญิงมือวางอันดับหนึ่งของโลกและเจสัน 
คอลลินส์อดีตนักกีฬาบาสเกตบอลชื่อดัง ได้ร่วมกันส่งเสียงใน UN Free & Equal 
เพ่ีอรณรงค์ไม่ให้เกิดการเลือกปฏิบัติและกระทำรุนแรงต่อคนรักร่วมเพศในงานวันสิทธิมนุษยชน
โลกที่สหประชาชาติ 12/15/13 182
ร่วมฉลองวันแรงงานข้ามชาติสากล ในวันที่ 17 ธันวาคม กับองค์การแรงงานระหว่างประเทศ 
หรือ #ILO ทาง ILO จัดกิจกรรมเพ่ือแนะนำให้คนไทยได้รู้จัก"โครงการสะพานเสียง" 
และทำความเข้าใจเก่ียวกับปัญหาแรงงานข้ามชาติ ณ คณะนิติศาตร์ มหาวิทยาลัยธรรมศาสตร์ 
ท่าพระจันทร์ 
ซึ่งในวันนั้นจะมีกิจกรรมด้านศิลปะและความรู้เพ่ือเปิดโอกาสให้เยาวชนไทยมีส่วนร่วมกับโครงก
ารนี้ในการส่งเสริมภาพลักษณ์ที่ดีของแรงงานในประเทศไทย #วันแรงงานข้ามชาติสากล 
#saphansiang #thammasatuniveristy #migrantsworkers     To 
celebrate International Migrants with #ILO on December 17th, a 
multi-activity event day will be held to introduce migration issues 
and the Saphan Siang campaign to the Thai public at the 
Thammasat University School of Law, Tha Prachan campus. The 
event will comprise of both art and educational activities. The event 
gives an opportunity for young Thais to engage with the campaign 
and the broader efforts of campaign partners working towards 
promoting a positive image of migrant workers in Thailand. 
#internationalmigrantsday   Readmore: 
http://www.ilo.org/asia/whatwedo/events/WCMS_230940/lang--
en/index.htm 12/12/13 563
ชมภาพข่าวและกิจกรรมของ นิชคุณ หรเวชกุล Friend of UNICEF กับเด็ก ๆ ได้ที่นี่ 12/12/13 237



นายบัน คี มูน เลขาธิการสหประชาชาติได้กล่าวใน LinkedIn เก่ียวกับ “หลักความคิดในปี 
2014” ว่า เราต้องเปล่ียนความท้าทายที่มีต่อมนุษยชาติในปีนี้ให้เป็นโอกาสในปีหน้า 
ซึ่งในปีหน้านี้เป็นปีแห่งการรับมือกับภาวะโลกร้อน #climatechange 
#sustainabledevelopment #unitednations #unitednationsinthailand  
ผมมั่นใจว่าพวกเราทุกคนจะสามารถเป็นผู้นำในการต่อสู้กับการเปล่ียนแปลงสภาพภูมิอากาศ 
ผลักดันการพัฒนาที่ยั่งยืนและส่งเสริมคุณภาพชีวิตที่ดีให้กับทุกคน 12/11/13 192
#UNHCR has launched 16 Days! of Activism against Sexual and 
Gender-Based Violence to support ending sexual and gender-based 
violence globally. Thank you again for your support to make this 
happen. 12/11/13 221

เนลสัน แมนเดลา #nelsonmandela  
ทำให้เราเห็นว่าจิตใจที่เข้มแข็งและรอยยิ้มที่ตราตรึงเป็นพลังในการจุดไฟแห่งความสำเร็จอย่างง่
ายดาย ทั้งนี้มันจุดพลังให้กับสังคมโลก 
ขอให้แรงบันดาลใจนี้นำทางและปลุกพลังของพวกเราทุกคนขึ้นมา 
พลังของสิทธิมนุษยชนและดวงประทีปแห่งความหวัง ขอให้จิตวิญญาณของท่านจงไปสู่สุขคติ - 
นายบัน คี มูน กล่าวกับผู้เข้าร่วมในพิธีรำลึกถึงเนลสัน แมนเดลาในวันอังคาร ณ 
กรุงโจฮันเนสเบิร์กประเทศแอฟริกาใต ้#RIP #unitednations #tributetomandela 12/10/13 227
มนุษย์เราต่างมีเกียรติ์และสิทธิที่เท่าเทียมกัน!! #UNRightsAt20.  #humanrightsday  
"กว่า 20 
ปีที่ผ่านมาเราเห็นการฆ่าล้างเผ่าพันธุ์และความรุนแรงที่น่าสพึงกลัวต่อสิทธิมนุษยชนสากลและก
ฎหมายสิทธิมนุษยชน ทั้งนี้เราได้มาร่วมฉลองการครบรอบ 20 
ปีของปฏิญญาและแผนปฏิบัติการเวียนนา 
โดยการตอกย้ำความพยายามที่จะแสดงความรับผิดชอบ 
เพ่ือที่จะผลักดันและป้องกันสิทธิ์และศักดิ์ศรีของมวลชนทั่วไป” บันคีมูน United Nations 
Human Rights   All human beings are born equal in dignity and 
rights!! #UNRightsAt20.  "over the past 20 years we have seen 
genocide and many other appalling and large-scale violations of 
international human rights and humanitarian law. As we 
commemorate the 20th anniversary of the Vienna Declaration and 
Programme of Action, let us intensify our efforts to fulfil our 
collective responsibility to promote and protect the rights and dignity 
of all people everywhere.” Ban Ki-moon. Readmore: 
http://www.un.org/en/events/humanrightsday/ 12/9/13 184

12/9/13 126
10 December 2013, Human Rights Day! #humanrightsday  
Promoting human rights is one of the core purposes of the United 
Nations,  This year’s observance also marks 20 years since a bold 
step forward in the struggle to make rights a reality for all. #OHCHR 
advocates for victims, presses States to live up to their obligations, 
supports human rights experts and bodies, and -- through presences 
in 61 countries -- helps States to develop their human rights 
capacity. 12/9/13 425



เราต่อต้านคอรัปชั่น!! #anticorruption นายบัน คี มูน 
เลขาธิการสหประชาชาติเรียกร้องให้ภาครัฐ 
ภาคเอกชนและภาคประชาสังคมควรร่วมมือกันในการต่อต้านเชื้อร้ายที่มีต่อสังคม การเมือง 
และเศรษฐกิจซึ่งส่งผลกระทบต่อนานาประเทศ 
เพ่ือนำมาซึ่งความยุติธรรมโดยทั่วกันและอนาคตที่ดีของประเทศ 
เราควรส่งเสริมวัฒนธรรมเร่ืองความซื่อสัตย ์ความโปร่งใส่ การแสดงความรับผิดชอบ 
และการปกครองตามหลักธรรมาภิบาล    We oppose Corruption!! #UNSG urged 
Governments, the private sector and civil society to take a collective 
stand against this complex social, political and economic disease that 
affects all countries. To achieve an equitable, inclusive and more 
prosperous future for all, we must foster a culture of integrity, 
transparency, accountability and good governance. 12/8/13 612

12/8/13 114
การคอร์รัปชั่นคืออาชญากรรมร้ายแรงที่ทำให้การพัฒนาทางเศรษฐกิจและสังคมเส่ือมถอยลง 
วันนี้คือวันต่อต้านคอร์รัปชั่นสากล คำขวัญประจำปีนี้คือ "Zero Corruption. 100% 
Development” หากไม่มีการคอร์รัปชั่นการพัฒนาทุกด้านจะสมบูรณ์ 
คุณสามารถต่อต้านการคอร์รัปชั่นได้ด้วยการให้ความรู้แก่ลูกหลานของคุณว่าเราไม่สามารถยอม
รับการคอร์รัปชั่นทุกรูปแบบได ้  
ดูข้อมูลเพ่ิมเติมจากสำนักงานป้องกันยาเสพติดและปราบปรามอาชญากรรมแห่งสหประชาชาติ 
UNODC และ โครงการพัฒนาแห่งสหประชาชาติ UNDP 
ว่าคุณจะมีส่วนร่วมทางใดในการต่อต้านการคอร์รัปชั่นได้อีกที่ http://j.mp/IACD2013 12/8/13 292
Timeline Photos 12/7/13 264

คร้ังแรกที่เนลสัน 
แมนเดลาเดินทางมาเยี่ยมสำนักงานสหประชาชาติเขาได้รับการลุกขึ้นยืนปรบมือแสดงความชื่นช
มและต้อนรับแบบไม่มีวันส้ินสุด ชมวิดีโอที่เราทำขึ้นเพ่ือแสดงความชื่นชมต่อเนลสัน แมนเดลา 12/5/13 207

12/5/13 115
นายบัน คี-มูน เลขาธิการสหประชาชาติได้กล่าวยกย่องเนลสัน 
แมนเดลาในการถึงแก่อสัญกรรมว่าแมนเดลาคือราชาแห่งความยุติธรรมและเป็นผู้สร้างแรงบันด
าลใจให้กับผู้คนทั่วโลก อีกทั้งเขายังส่งเสริมงานขององค์การสหประชาชาติอย่างมีคุณค่า 
แมนเดลาได้แสดงให้เราเห็นว่าถ้าเรามีความเชื่อ ความฝัน 
และทำงานร่วมกันแล้วความยุติธรรมและมนุษยธรรมจะเกิดขึ้นได้ในโลกของเรา 12/5/13 246
its newest Goodwill Ambassador, Katy Perry #katyperry 
#goodwillambassador  #unicef   Watch the MV here!: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Azma-bPeD7o 12/3/13 198
เมื่อวันที ่3 ธันวาคม เคท ีเพอร์ร่ี #KATYPERRY 
นักร้องชื่อดังระดับโลกได้รับแต่งตั้งให้เป็นทูตสันถวไมตรีขององค์การทุนเพ่ือเด็กแห่งสหประชา
ชาติ #UNICEF 
เธอทำหน้าที่เชิญชวนคนรุ่นใหม่ให้ช่วยกันพัฒนาคุณภาพชีวิตของเด็กและเยาวชนที่ด้อยโอกาส 
#voiceofyouth   Global pop superstar Katy Perry was appointed by 
UNICEF as its newest Goodwill Ambassador, with a special focus on 
engaging young people in efforts to improve the lives of the world’s 
most vulnerable children and adolescents.  
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=46653&Cr=unicef
&Cr1=#.Up6LUpFn_nZ 12/3/13 181
#UNSG ให้ความเห็นเก่ียวกับสถานการณ์ความรุนแรงที่เพ่ิมขึ้นในกรุงเทพฯ 
และขอให้ทุกฝ่ายให้ความเคารพหลักประชาธิปไตย นิติธรรม และสิทธิมนุษยชน 
รวมถึงเสรีในการแสดงความคิดเห็น #bangkok #Protest 12/2/13 716
#UNSG express concern for escalation of violence in #Bangkok and 
calls for all parties to observe full respect of democratic principles, 
the rule of law, and human rights, including freedom of expression. 12/2/13 201



คุณรู้หรือไม่ว่าวันนี้คือวันคนพิการสากล ผู้คนมากกว่า 1 พันล้านคนหรือ 15% 
ของประชากรโลกเป็นผู้พิการ เราต้องเปิดโอกาสให้พวกเขามีส่วนร่วมในสังคม 12/2/13 210
1 ธันวาคม 2556, วันเอดส์โลก - "มีจำนวนผู้ติดเชื้อและผู้เสียชีวิตลดลงเป็นจำนวนมาก 
พวกเรากำลังดำเนินมาตราการที่จะทำให้คน 15 ล้านคน 
มีช่องทางในการรรับรีโทรไวรัสบำบัดภายในปี 2015," บันคีมูน    1 December 2013, 
World AIDS Day - "There are significant decreases in new infections 
and deaths, and we are making good progress in realizing our target 
of ensuring 15 million people have access to antiretroviral treatment 
by 2015." Ban Ki-moon. Readmore: 
http://www.unaids.org/en/resources/campaigns/worldaidsday2013/
messages/ 12/1/13 195
เนื่องในวันเอดส์โลกชาร์ลิซ เธอรอน 
ฑูตสันติภาพขององค์การสหประชาชาติเพ่ือยุติความรุนแรงต่อผู้หญิงและการป้องกันการติดเชื้อ 
HIV/AIDS ได้กล่าวว่าเรามีความก้าวหน้าในการต่อสู้กับโรคเอดส์ 
เราเร่ิมมีความหวังและเราทุกคนสามารถมีส่วนร่วมเพ่ือการเปล่ียนแปลงนี้ได้ 12/1/13 202
ร่วมบริจาคให้ผู้ได้รับผลกระทบจากพายุไต้ฝุ่นไห่เยี่ยนที่ฟิลิปปินส์กับกองทุนประชากรแห่งสหปร
ะชาชาติ UNFPA ได้ตามนี้ 12/1/13 183
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